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Abstract

The Probiotics in the Prevention of Allergy among Children in Trondheim (ProPACT) study
showed a 40% reduction in the risk of developing atopic dermatitis in children whose moth-
ers received a probiotic supplement before and whilst breastfeeding, compared to children
whose mothers received a placebo alternative. The biological explanation for this risk reduc-
tion has not yet been fully understood. In this thesis, we analyze if microRNAs in breast milk,
measured 10 days postpartum, are possible contributors to the risk reduction. We perform two
analyses; one in which we examine the effect of the probiotic supplement on microRNAs and
one in which we examine whether any microRNAs are associated with development of atopic
dermatitis by 2 years of age. In addition, we perform a clustering analysis to explore patterns
and groupings in the data.

The analysis in this thesis is based on data from 60 mother-child pairs which were semi-
randomly selected from the ProPACT study. We use differential expression analysis to invest-
igate if the probiotic supplement has an effect on the expression values of individual microR-
NAs. To perform this analysis we employ the statistical method voom. To investigate whether
any microRNAs are associated with the development of atopic dermatitis, we perform vari-
able selection using an elastic net model. We investigate two different methods, nested cross-
validation and repeated cross-validation, to find the model parameters of the elastic net model.
We proceed with repeated cross-validation to estimate confidence intervals of the coefficients
by employing bootstrapping and the accelerated bias-corrected method. In the exploratory
clustering analysis, we use hierarchical clustering with Euclidean and correlation based dis-
similarity measures.

The probiotic supplement is associated with differential expression of one microRNA, miR-577,
when taking into account the multiplicity of tests by controlling the false discovery rate at 10%
using the Benjamini and Hochberg method. In total, 47 microRNAs have a raw p-value below
0.05, but except for miR-577, none of them have an acceptable false discovery rate adjusted
p-value. The five microRNAs miR-342-3p, miR-3605-3p, miR-500a/b-5p, miR-625-3p and
miR-6515-5p are associated with development of atopic dermatitis, i.e. they have an estim-
ated 95% confidence interval that does not include zero. The microRNA miR-3605-3p is also
one of the microRNAs with a raw p-value below 0.05 in the analysis of the effect of probi-
otics. In the cluster analysis miR-3605-3p, miR-6515-5p and miR-577 are grouped together,
indicating that they are correlated. In conclusion, one microRNA is found to be affected by the
probiotic supplement, and five microRNAs are found to be associated with atopic dermatitis in
breast milk at 10 days postpartum. However, we found no conclusive evidence that probiotics
affect the same microRNAs that are associated with atopic dermatitis. Two of the miRNAs as-
sociated with atopic dermatitis are, however, clustered with the single microRNA found to be
affected by the probiotics. Further studies may consider focusing on the microRNAs that were
the most promising.
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Sammendrag

Studien Probiotics in the Prevention of Allergy among Children in Trondheim (ProPACT) viste
en reduksjon på 40% i risikoen for å utvikle atopisk dermatitt for barn der mødrene fikk et
probiotisk tilskudd før og mens de ammet, sammenlignet med barn der mødrene fikk et placebo
alternativ. De biologiske mekanismene bak denne forebyggende effekten er ennå ikke kjent. I
denne masteroppgaven undersøker vi om mikroRNA i morsmelk, målt 10 dager etter fødsel, er
mulige bidragsytere til denne risikoreduksjonen. Dette gjør vi ved å utføre to analyser; en der
vi undersøker effekten av det probiotiske tilskuddet på mikroRNAene i morsmelken og en der
vi undersøker om noen av mikroRNAene i morsmelken er assosiert med utvikling av atopisk
dermatitt hos barnet innen fylte 2 år. I tillegg utfører vi en klyngeanalyse for å undersøke
mønstre og grupperinger i dataene.

Analysen er basert på data fra 60 mor-barn par utvalgt fra ProPACT-studien, delvis tilfeldig
utvalgt og delvis basert på noen seleksjonskriterier. For å undersøke effekten av det probiotiske
tilskuddet undersøker vi om individuelle mikroRNA er ulikt uttrykt hos mødrene som fikk
probiotika sammenlignet med mødre som fikk en placebo. Denne analysen er basert på den
statistiske metoden voom. For å undersøke om det er en assosiasjon mellom mikroRNAene
og utvikling av atopisk dermatitt, bruker vi en elastic net regresjonsmodell. Vi undersøker
to ulike metoder, nestet kryssvalidering (nested cross-validation) og repetert kryssvalidering
(repeated cross-validation), for å bestemme modellparametrene i elastic net modellen. Videre
bruker vi den repeterte kryssvalideringen for å estimere konfidensintervall for de estimerte
koeffisientene. Dette gjør vi ved å bruke bootstrapping og en metode kjent som accelerated
bias-corrected method for å korrigere for bias. I den eksplorative analysen bruker vi hierarkisk
klyngeanalyse med både Euklidisk og korrelasjonsbaserte distansemål.

Det probiotiske supplementet er signifikant assosiert med ulike utrykksverdier for ett mik-
roRNA, miR-577, når vi kontrollerer andelen forventede falske positive til å være 10%, ved
å bruke Benjamini og Hochberg metoden. Totalt har 47 mikroRNA en (ikke justert) p-verdi
under 0.05, men med unntak av miR-577 har ingen av dem en akseptabel p-verdi etter jus-
tering der forventet andel falske positive kontrolleres til å være 10%. Fem mikroRNA er asso-
siert med utvikling av atopisk dermatitt, dette er miR-342-3p, miR-3605-3p, miR-500a/b-5p,
miR-625-3p og miR-6515-5p. Det vil si de har estimerte 95% konfidensintervall som ikke
inkluderer null. MikroRNAet miR-3605-3p er også et av mikroRNAene med en (ikke justert) p-
verdi under 0.05 i analysen av effekten til probiotika. Klyngeanalysen grupperer miR-3605-3p,
miR-6515-5p og miR-577 sammen, noe som indikerer at de er korrelerte. Vi finner altså ett
mikroRNA som blir påvirket av det probiotiske tilskuddet og fem mikroRNA som er assosiert
med atopisk dermatitt. Vi fant imidlertid ingen bevis for at det probiotiske tilskuddet påvirker
de samme mikroRNAene som er assosiert med atopisk dermatitt. To av mikroRNAene asso-
siert med atopisk dermatitt er imidlertid gruppert sammen med det ene mikroRNAet signi-
fikant påvirket av det probiotiske tilskuddet. Ytterligere studier kan vurdere å fokusere på de
mikroRNAene som ser mest lovende ut.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is the most common type of eczema and occurs in approximately 20% of
children and approximately 10% of 18 year old’s (Lyngra 2015). AD is a chronic, inflammatory
skin condition where the skin appears red, itchy and dry. At times the skin may develop rashes
with swelling and exuding blisters. About 50% of those with AD will also develop other allergic
diseases, such as asthma and allergic rhinoconjunctivitis (hayfever).

The study done by Asher et al. (2006) is one of many studies showing that the prevalence
of allergic diseases, including asthma and AD, is increasing. The hygiene hypothesis has been
proposed as an explanation for this increase. The hygiene hypothesis initially proposed that
early exposure to infections may strengthen the immune system. More recently, a greater em-
phasis has been placed on a reduced diversity of microbial exposures in early life as a driving
factor behind the increased rates of allergic disease, rather than lower rates of infectious dis-
ease per se. Breastfeeding or nursing is known to protect against infection and inflammation,
and assists with the development of the infants’s immune system. On the contrary, alternatives
to breast milk, such as infant formula, or short breastfeeding duration have been associated
with an increased risk of developing type 1 diabetes, celiac disease, some childhood cancers,
inflammatory bowel disease and allergic diseases (Nuzzi et al. 2021). This shows that breast
milk not only has short term effects, but may also have long term consequences by playing a
role in the development of the immune system.

In the study by Dotterud et al. (2010), a Trondheim based research team investigated
whether giving a probiotic supplement to the mother during the later stages of pregnancy and
whilst breastfeeding reduces the risk of AD in the child in a randomized trial, called the Probiot-
ics in the Prevention of Allergy among Children in Trondheim (ProPACT) study. Probiotics are
living microorganisms, or bacteria, that in adequate amounts, according to the World Health
Organization, can be beneficial to the health of the consumer (Sirevåg 2021). The ProPACT
study showed a 40% risk reduction for development of AD in the child after 2 years when
the mother were given a probiotic supplement compared to those provided with a placebo
alternative. Although the positive effect of a perinatal probiotic supplement is established, the
explanation behind it is still unknown.

Many components in breast milk have been suggested as contributors to its long term effect,
including growth factors, immunoglobulins, chemokines, cytokines and recently microRNAs.
Breast milk contains large amounts of total RNA and a large proportion of microRNA (miRNA)
in breast milk are considered "immune related" (Simpson et al. 2015). In a previous study from
the same Trondheim based research group, the role of breast milk miRNAs as a mediating factor
in the preventative effect of probiotics, was investigated using a subset of breast milk samples
collected 3 months after birth from women participating in the ProPACT study (Simpson et al.
2015). Of the 415 women who participated in the ProPACT study, some were lost to follow-
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Figure 1.1: Figure describing the two analyses in this thesis. The arrow from probiotics to
atopic dermatitis represents the established effect of probiotics; that probiotics reduce the risk
of the child developing AD (Dotterud et al. 2010). The arrows from probiotics to miRNA, and
from miRNA to atopic dermatitis represents the two different analyses performed in this thesis.

up and not all 3 month samples were available. From the eligible mother-child pairs 54 were
semi-randomly selected, based on the selection criteria described in Simpson et al. (2015).
For each of the 54 mother-child pairs the breast milk samples were analyzed to quantify their
miRNA profile. After filtering out lowly expressed miRNAs they were left with 125 miRNAs.
For each of the 125 miRNAs they fit a linear model using both the limma (Smyth 2004) and
voom (Law et al. 2014) methods implemented in the R (R Core Team 2021) package limma.
The purpose was to analyze differential expression between mothers who received a probiotic
supplement and a placebo, but also between those with a child who developed AD and those
whose child did not. In addition they examined a model adjusting for maternal atopy and the
presence of older siblings. It was the largest sequencing analysis of human breast milk small
RNA to that date and they were able to characterize the general profile of breast milk miRNA
at 3 months postpartum. They did not observe conclusive evidence of differential expression
between the probiotic and placebo groups, nor between the AD groups. They concluded that
individual breast milk miRNAs at 3 months postpartum are unlikely to play a major role in the
prevention of AD.

In this thesis, the aim is to further investigate miRNAs in breast milk 10 days postpartum as
possible contributors to reducing the risk of developing AD. We choose to separate the research
question into two distinct analyses; one where we analyze the effect of a perinatal probiotic
supplement on miRNAs in breast milk and one where we analyze if any miRNAs in breast milk
are associated with the child developing AD. The link between these two analyses and the
previously established effect of the perinatal probitic supplement is shown in Figure 1.1. In
addition to these two analyses, we perform an exploratory cluster analysis to study patterns
in the data and provide an overview of the similarities between measured miRNA counts and
between samples.

Some previous work was conducted on the effect of perinatal probiotic ingestion on the ex-
pression of breast milk miRNAs 10 days postpartum in a project thesis during the fall semester
of 2021. This analysis is improved and expanded upon in this thesis. The part of the analysis
examining the effect of the probiotic supplement on miRNAs considers only the effect on indi-
vidual miRNAs. As in the study by Simpson et al. 2015, the statistical methods and R packages
limma and voom are used to carry out the analysis.

limma is a widely used method and package for analyzing differential expression of RNA-
sequences between conditions. However, it only provides a way to test for differential expres-
sion of individual miRNAs and does not take the correlation and cooperation between them
into account. In the second part of the analysis, when examining whether any miRNAs are
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Chapter 1: Introduction

associated with the development of AD in the child, we perform a multivariable analysis in-
stead. By using a multivariable analysis we are able to perform joint identification of miRNAs.
As in many medical analyses, we are dealing with a high dimensional dataset and we want
a way to select important miRNAs in breast milk with respect to development of AD. In this
analysis we use elastic net (Zou and Hastie 2005) for this purpose as it has proven to be an
effective way to perform variable selection of correlated variables and is applicable for high
dimensional problems (Cho et al. 2010; Giglio and Brown 2018; Pavlou et al. 2016). Elastic
net was introduced by Zou and Hastie (2005) and they were the first to demonstrate its ability
to identify all variables associated with the response, even if they are correlated. As miRNAs
usually are highly correlated and we wish to perform joint detection, we aim to perform vari-
able selection by fitting an elastic net model to the data. The elastic net model was only applied
for its automatic variable selection and not to create a predictive model for atopic dermatitis.

The structure of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2, we present relevant biological the-
ory, in particular, we explain what miRNAs are and the methodology for quantifying their
expression values. In Chapter 3, we describe the theory underlying the statistical methods and
concepts used in the analyses. This includes hierarchical clustering, generalized linear mod-
els, multiple hypotheses testing, limma, elastic net regularization and resampling methods.
Then, in Chapter 4, we present the dataset of the breast milk samples collected 10 months
postpartum, explain the filtering procedure and present the two normalization methods used
to perform pre-processing. In Chapter 5, we present the methods of the two main analyses and
the exploratory cluster analysis. This includes an improved analysis of the probiotics effect on
miRNAs using limma and the elastic net model used for selecting miRNAs associated with AD.
We propose a procedure using cross validation to determine the model parameters of an elastic
net model, and compare this to a more standard method. Additionally, we present a modifica-
tion of the computation of the bias correction factor in the bias-corrected accelerated method
for computing confidence intervals that makes it more applicable for the case of coefficient
estimates of an elastic net model. Lastly, in Chapter 7, we present a discussion of the results,
the methods used, ideas for further work and a conclusion.

Some parts of this thesis are inspired by work from the project thesis. These are Chapter
2, Section 3.3, 3.4, 4.2.1 and some of the analysis in Section 5.2.
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Chapter 2

Biological Background

2.1 MicroRNAs and Gene Expression

MiRNAs are small molecules that aid in the process of regulating gene expression. Genes are
segments of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), known as the hereditary material in almost all or-
ganisms. This is where all the information needed to maintain and build organisms is stored.

T - Thymin

A - Adenin

G - Guanin

C - Cytosin

Figure 2.1: Figure showing the basic helix structure of the DNA including the four bases;
thymin, adenin, guanin and cytosin.

The DNA is a nucleic acid, which is a class of molecules found in cells and viruses, that store
and control the expression of genetic information. DNA has a helix structure and an illustration
of this structure is shown in Figure 2.1. The information contained inside the DNA is stored
using only four chemical bases; adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C), and thymine (T), and
a sugar phosphate backbone. As shown in the figure, these bases pair up with each other and
form two long strands of base pairs that coil around each other in a double helix structure.
Some sequences of base pairs in the DNA code for proteins, these sequences are what we call
genes. The process of making proteins from DNA is known as protein synthesis and consists
of two steps: the first is transcription and the second is translation. During transcription, se-
quences of the DNA are "read", and the information is copied to messenger RNA (mRNA). The
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mRNA works, as the name suggests, as a messenger and carries the information out of the cell
nucleus to the ribosome where the translation step occurs. During translation, the order of the
base pairs in the mRNA is used to guide the formation of proteins. However, only 1% of the
DNA sequences in a human cell code for proteins, leaving about 99% as non-coding.

All cells contain the same DNA and thus the same genes. However, cells are able to have dif-
ferent structures and functions because different cells transcribe different genes and thus will
make different proteins. Once a gene is transcribed, we say that the gene is expressed. MiRNA
is a type of non-coding RNA that regulates gene expression post transcriptionally. They inactiv-
ate mRNAs, which are necessary for translating a gene into a protein. The miRNA binds to the
mRNA and inhibits translation either by staying bounded or cutting the molecule, ultimately
leading to the cell destroying it. In both cases, the gene cannot be translated. The miRNAs
can decrease gene expression to different degrees, from slightly downregulated to completely
turned off. Additionally, miRNAs are small molecules and one type of miRNA are able to bind
multiple mRNAs, thus one miRNA can affect multiple genes.

2.2 Quantifying Expression Values

To quantify the expression level of RNA, miRNA or any other nucleic acid we use expression
analysis. We use the words expression value or expression level to describe how much miRNA
is present in a sample. Performing microarray experiments is one way of quantifying these
expression levels, and has driven many statistical advances in high-dimensional data analysis.
However, in recent years, RNA sequencing or RNA-seq has emerged as a new way of measur-
ing the expression levels (Datta and Nettleton 2014). RNA-seq is the method used to obtain
the data used in this analysis. However, since limma, which is described in Section 3.4, was
developed for data resulting from microarray experiments, we also give a brief description of
this experiment here.

2.2.1 Microarrays

Microarrays are laboratory tools used for measuring expression levels in thousands of DNA
sequences at the same time. These DNA sequences can be any kind of genomic feature such
as genes or miRNAs. Microarrays are usually made of glass and on the scale of a microscopic
slide. The glass is covered with thousands of small spots, called probes, each containing a small
amount of a specific and unique DNA sequence. There are two different types of microarray
experiments, one-color or two-color. In one-color microarrays, sometimes called single-channel
microarrays, each sample interacts separately with a microarray. In two-color microarrays, two
samples interact with the same microarray at the same time. Two-color microarrays are rarely
used anymore, so we consider only the single-color microarray experiment here.

The mRNA strands are first converted to complementary DNA (cDNA) and marked with a
fluorescent dye (Bumgarner 2013). Then we let the cDNA strands in the sample freely interact
with the probes. The strands are then able to bind to their corresponding DNA-sequence on
these probes. When they do bind, the fluorescent dye is released. Therefore, measuring the
intensity of the color at each probe is a way to measure the expression value of each DNA-
sequence. Since the resulting measurements are of intensities, the measured expression values
are necessarily continuous. We can replicate this experiment using different samples to obtain
a matrix that contains the expression value of each RNA in each sample. These data are then
often used to test for differential expression between a predefined grouping of the samples.
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2.2.2 RNA-sequencing

RNA-seq is a recently developed technique and has become the preferred approach for quan-
tifying the amount of RNA present in a sample. The explanation of RNA-seq in this section
is mainly based on the theory in Chapter 2 in the book by Datta and Nettleton (2014). One
of the most profound differences between RNA-seq and microarray experiments is the type
of data they produce. As previously stated, expression levels are quantified on a continuous
scale in microarray experiments, while in RNA-seq the expression levels are quantified as dis-
crete counts. A disadvantage of microarrays is that we need to have knowledge of the target
sequences in advance to construct the probes. Since this is not needed for RNA-seq, it is more
suitable for the discovery of new transcripts. Overall, RNA-seq offers an accurate and cost ef-
fective way of studying expression value of all RNA molecules. To perform RNA-seq, there are
different types of platforms that can be used. Regardless of which platform is used, most RNA-
seq experiments consist of the same main steps; preparing a sequencing library, sequencing
and data analysis.

Firstly, the sequencing library is prepared. A sequencing library is a collection of millions
of DNA fragments to be used in the sequencing step. When preparing a sequencing library the
RNA is isolated, and then fragmented into smaller molecules. This is due to the machine (used
to perform the sequencing) only being able to sequence small fragments and the RNAs can be
thousands of bases long. In small RNA sequencing however, like the sequencing of miRNAs, the
molecules are already so small that the fragmenting step is not needed. The commonly used
platform Illumina only sequences DNA, so the single stranded RNAs are reverse transcribed
to cDNAs, which are then complemented to double stranded DNAs. Double stranded DNA is
more stable and is easier to amplify and modify. Sequencing adaptors are added to the ends
of the fragments. This is done mainly for the machine to recognize the fragments but also to
make it possible to sequence multiple samples at the same time.

Following the amplification is the sequencing step, where base pairs from ends of the DNA
fragments are read. The DNA library is amplified using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR).
The polymerase chain reaction is a method for rapidly making thousands to millions of copies
of a DNA sequence. This enables small samples of DNA to be studied in detail (Datta and
Nettleton 2014, Chapter 2). Still considering the Illumina platform, the library is loaded onto
what is called a flow cell where the DNA fragments are laid out vertically in a grid. The machine
has fluorescent probes which are color coded according to base type. These probes attach to
the first base of each DNA sequence on the flow cell. The fluorescent light is then imaged,
and the probes move to the second base. This process continues until the machine has fully
determined each sequence. As a result, we are able to count the instances of each sequence.

The resulting data are usually pre-processed before statistical analysis, typically by nor-
malization and filtering. This is to accommodate for both technical and biological variation.
Exactly how pre-processing is performed in this data analysis is explained in Chapter 4.2 ,
but we discuss some of the biological and technical reasoning behind it here. When analyzing
RNA-seq data, it is essential to consider the sequencing depth. Jiang et al. (2019) defines se-
quencing depth as the ratio of the total number of bases obtained by sequencing to the size
of the genome or the average number of times each base is measured in the genome. In other
words, sequencing depth can be seen as a measure of how long we keep counting the number
of bases. If we have a large sequencing depth we are able to count more of the bases, and
thus more of the miRNAs, and we will have a higher total count of miRNAs in that sample
compared to a sample with a smaller sequencing depth. The sequencing depth thus affects se-
quencing cost, genome or sample coverage, expression levels and more. Since the sequencing
depth can vary between samples it is suggested to scale the counts to library size as a form of
normalization. The library size is the total number of reads in one sample and is dependent
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on the sequencing depth. It makes intuitive sense to normalize according to library size, as it
is expected that sequencing a sample to half the depth will give, on average, half the number
of reads (Robinson and Oshlack 2010).
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Chapter 3

Statistical Methods

In this chapter we present the statistical theory underlying the methods used to analyze the
data.

3.1 Hierarchical Clustering

Cluster analysis, or simply clustering, refers to a set of methods for grouping similar objects.
Clustering is an unsupervised learning method, and is often used as part of an exploratory
analysis as it allows for visualization of the data and can reduce computational complexity in
further analysis. Clustering is often used in medical applications to look for subgroups within
the patients or within variables in order to better understand a disease.

Hierarchical clustering is a type of cluster analysis and is commonly used to find patterns
in expression data of genes or other RNA sequences. It is important to note that clustering
methods aim to group the data and will do so even if there is no real grouping present. We
first describe the hierarchical clustering algorithm in Section 3.1.1. This section is based on
Chapter 12 in the book by James et al. (2013). Secondly, in Section 3.1.2 we define three
dissimilarity measures that can be used for hierarchical clustering. Lastly, we define the Ward
linkage and explain the functionality of a linkage function in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.1 The Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm

We consider the most common type of hierarchical clustering, called agglomerative or bottom-
up clustering. This type of clustering can be represented by an upside-down tree, called a
dendrogram. A dendrogram provides an interpretable illustration of the recursive merging
done by the algorithm and can be viewed as a graphical summary of the data (Hastie, R.
Tibshirani and Friedman 2009). An example of a dendrogram obtained from simulated data
is shown in Figure 3.1. Also shown is a plot of the simulated data points. The dendrogram
consists of what we call branches and leaves. The leaves are objects we want to cluster, in this
case the simulated data points, and the branches represent a merging of the observations into
a cluster, or a merging of clusters.

In the example above there are two variables and 10 observations. In other cases there
might be many variables as well. Depending on what we are interested in, we can perform
clustering on the observations or the variables. For the continuing explanation, we consider
clustering the variables. The hierarchical clustering algorithm starts off by considering each
variable as its own separate cluster. With N variables, we start with N clusters. Then the two
most similar clusters are merged into one new cluster. We now have N − 1 clusters. Next,
the two most similar clusters in this new set are merged. This process continues until there is
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(a) Plot of 10 simulated data points
from a bivariate standard normal
distribution.

(b) Hierarchical clustering denrogram
of the siulated data using the Euclidean
distance and the Ward linkage method.

Figure 3.1

only one big cluster left, containing all the variables. The hierarchical clustering algorithm is
described in Algorithm 1. As seen in the dendrogram in Figure 3.1 (b), the two points 2 and 4
are merged first. These are also the two closest points in Figure 3.1 (a). However, dendrograms
can be misleading. As seen in Figure 3.1 (a), there does not seem to be any clear grouping of
the data points, which makes sense as all the points are simulated from the same bivariate
standard normal distribution. However, in the dendrogram in Figure 3.1 (b) it might look like
the two observations 3 and 6 are different from the rest, and that there are two or three natural
clusters in the data.

Algorithm 1: Hierarchical clustering algorithm
Input : Data set of N observations, dissimilarity measure and linkage function
Let each variable be treated as a singleton cluster /* Start off with N clusters
*/

while There are more than one cluster left do
Calculate the distance matrix between clusters
Merge the two most similar clusters

end
Output: Dendrogram

Hierarchical clustering differs from other clustering methods in that we do not need to spe-
cify the number of clusters beforehand. To identify clusters we "cut" the tree horizontally, after
the clustering is performed. For example, if we cut over three branches we get three clusters.
The height of a branch indicates how different the two clusters merged by this branch are.
Thus, a higher branch indicates a greater difference between the two. The visual representa-
tion of the dendrogram can be used to determine the best place to cut the tree. There exist
many other methods and statistics for determining the number of clusters such as the Gap
Statistic, Silhouette Coefficient or the elbow method (R. Tibshirani et al. 2001; Rousseeuw
1987; Thorndike 1953). However, we will not consider those methods in this thesis.

One downside to hierarchical clustering is that there is an underlying assumption of a
hierarchical structure of the clusters. This indicates that cutting a tree at a greater height will
result in merging of the clusters that would be obtained by cutting at a lower point. In some
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settings this assumption may be unrealistic. Consider a dataset that contains information about
a population of people where the best splitting of people into two groups is by gender, but into
three groups is by working status (in school, working or retired). Then since these groups are
not nested they will not be well represented by a hierarchical structure. In other words, the
algorithm behaves in a way such that if two observations have been clustered at a lower level
they will never be separated, even though this might be optimal at a higher level.

3.1.2 Dissimilarity Measures

To determine which variables are similar we define a dissimilarity measure. The Euclidean
distance, between two variables, x1 and x2, measured over n observations is defined as

d(x1,x2) =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

j=1

(x j,1 − x j,2)2,

where x j,1 and x j,2 are the values of x1 and x2 for observation j.
It is also common to define a dissimilarity measure based on correlation. This allows for

variables with similar shaped variable profiles across different samples to be considered sim-
ilar, rather than only comparing magnitudes. Since we want highly correlated variables to be
considered similar, let the correlation based distance be defined as

d(x1,x2) = 1−Corr(x1,x2). (3.1)

If we want to consider negatively correlated variables to be as similar as positively correl-
ated variables, we can use the absolute value of the correlation. Then the absolute correlation
based distance can be defined as

d(x1,x2) = 1− |Corr(x1,x2)|. (3.2)

3.1.3 The Ward Method

A linkage function determines how we measure the dissimilarity between clusters containing
multiple variables. Common types of linkages include complete, average, single, centroid and
Ward.

The Ward method was introduced by Ward (1963), and differs from the other linkage
functions in that it does not use the distance between clusters to group them. Instead, it merges
the two clusters that result in the minimum increase in total within cluster variation. The within
cluster variation can be measured using the error sum of squares. The error sum of squares of
a cluster with p variables, x1, . . . ,xp, with n observations is defined as

ESS=
p
∑

k=1

||xk −m||2, (3.3)

where m is a vector of the mean for each observation over all variables, or the center of the
cluster and xk is a vector of observations of variable k. If we consider two clusters, A and B,
then the change in error sum of squares is defined by Ward (1963) as
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∆ESSA∪B =
∑

i∈A∪B

||xi −mA∪B||2 −
∑

i∈A

||xi −mA||2 −
∑

i∈B

||xi −mB||2.

This is also known as the Ward distance. If we have a total of n clusters, choosing which clusters
to merge in the next step requires an evaluation and comparison of the Ward distance of each
of the n(n− 1)/2 possible unions.

3.2 Linear and Generalized Linear Models

Regression models aim to model the effect of a set of explanatory variables, also called cov-
ariates, {x1, x2, . . . , xp} on a response variable y . The purpose can be either prediction of the
response variable or to gain insight into how the explanatory variables influence the response.
Different models are needed for different types of response and explanatory variables as they
both can be either continuous, binary, categorical or discrete. We first explain regression in
its simplest form, which is linear regression. Then, the generalized linear model framework is
presented and lastly we describe logistic regression, which is a generalized linear regression
model for binary response variables.

3.2.1 Linear Regression

The theory presented in this section is based on Chapter 2 in the the book Regression Models,
Methods and Applications by Fahrmeir et al. (2007) unless otherwise stated. Using linear re-
gression models we assume that the response is a linear function of the explanatory variables.
Consider n observation pairs (x j , y j), for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, where x j = [x j,1, . . . , x j,p]T is a vector
of p explanatory variables. An intercept is included in the model by letting one of x j,k be equal
to 1 for all j = 1,2, . . . , n. We assume that the response variable of observation j can be written
on the form

y j = E(y j|x j,1, . . . , x j,p) + ϵ j

= β1 x j,1 + · · ·+ βp x j,p + ϵ j

= β T x j + ϵ j ,

where β = [β1, . . . ,βp]T is a vector of unknown coefficients. The random component of the
response variable, ϵ j , is a stochastic variable with expectation E[ϵ j] = 0 and variance Var[ϵ j] =
σ2, which we assume to be independent and identically distributed. Thus, the relationship
between the response and the covariates is not deterministic and implies that y j also is a
stochastic variable whose distribution depends on the covariates. For one of the most common
forms of multiple regression, normal multiple regression, we additionally assume that the
error terms follow a normal distribution. This is the regression model we will use in the limma
method which is presented in Section 3.4. As the response y j given x j is a linear combination of
a constant, β T x j , and a random variable, ϵ j , the response is normally distributed with mean
β T x j and variance σ2. Although we consider the expected value of the response given the
covariates, we often omit this in the notation and just write E[y j].

The model including all observations can be written on matrix form as

y= Xβ + ϵ,
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where y= [y1, . . . , yn]T is the n×1 vector of responses, X= [x1, . . . ,xn]T is the n×p design
matrix, β is the p × 1 vector of regression coefficients and ϵ = [ϵ1, . . . ,ϵn]T is the n× 1 error
term vector. The assumptions for the error vector can be written as E(ϵ) = 0 and Var(ϵ) = σ2I.
This results in E[y] = Xβ and Var[y] = σ2I, where I is the identity matrix.

3.2.2 The Generalized Linear Model

A generalized linear model (GLM) is, as the name suggests, a generalization or expansion of
a linear model. The linear regression model, described in the previous section, and regression
models for non-normal response variables can be described using a unified framework. This is
what we call the GLM-framework. The GLM framework consists of three main elements:

1. a random component equal to the response variable y with a distribution belonging to
the exponential family,

2. a systematic component equal to the linear predictor η and

3. a link function g, which connects the mean of the response, µ = E(y), to the linear
predictor η.

We will now further elaborate on these three elements. The exponential family is a family of
distributions including the Gaussian, Poisson, binomial, multinomial, gamma, beta and many
other distributions. The density of a univariate exponential family for the response variable y
is defined by Fahrmeir et al. (2007) as

f (y|θ ,φ) = exp
�

yθ − b(θ )
φ

w+ c(y,φ, w)
�

.

The parameter θ is called the canonical parameter and the second parameter,φ, is a dispersion
parameter. The value w is usually known. The functions b(θ ) and c(y,φ, w) are also known,
and it is required that the first and second derivatives, b′(θ ) and b′′(θ ), exist. The parameter
θ is the parameter of main interest and is connected to the linear predictor, while φ is often
of secondary interest. It can be shown that θ is related to the mean and the variance of the
distribution by

E(y) = µ= b′(θ ), Var(y) =
φb′′(θ )

w
. (3.4)

The linear predictor is defined as

η= xTβ ,

where x = [x1, x2, . . . , xp]T is the vector of p explanatory variables or p − 1 variables plus
intercept, and β is the p × 1 vector of the corresponding unknown coefficients. If we again
consider the n observation pairs, (x j , y j), for j = 1,2, . . . , n, the linear predictor including all
observations can be written as

η= Xβ ,

where η= [η1, . . . ,ηn]T and X is a n× p design matrix with xT
j as the rows.

The link function connects the linear predictor to the mean of the distribution by

η= g(µ).
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The canonical link function is a function that connects the mean, µ, to the canonical parameter
of the exponential family, that is θ = g(µ). We further elaborate on the logit link function,
the canonical link function for logistic regression in Section 3.2.3. Other link functions than
the canonical can also be used, however, the domain of the link function should match the
domain of the mean, µ. The linear regression model can be formulated as a GLM by using the
identity link function, linking the linear predictor directly to the mean, and using the normal
distribution as the probability distribution.

Estimating Regression Coefficients

The coefficients, β , are unknown and need to be estimated. The standard way to do this is by
maximizing the likelihood function, that is, maximizing the likelihood of observing the data
we have, given that our assumptions of a GLM are satisfied.

Consider n independent observations y = [y1, . . . , yn]T and corresponding covariate mat-
rix X = [x1, . . . ,xn]T . Let y j be a realization of the stochastic variable Yj with a distribution
belonging to the exponential family with canonical parameter θ j and dispersion parameter φ
and let the linear predictor η j = xT

j β be linked to the mean, µ j , of the distribution of Yj by
the link function g. Then, the likelihood function is defined as

L(θ ,φ|y,X) =
n
∏

j=1

fYj
(y j|θ j ,φ)

=
n
∏

j=1

exp

�

y jθ j − b(θ j)

φ
w+ c(y j ,φ, w)

�

.

(3.5)

Since log is a monotonically increasing function, then maximizing the logarithm of the like-
lihood and maximizing the likelihood will result in the same estimates. Maximizing the log
likelihood is usually easier than maximizing the likelihood directly. Taking the log of Expres-
sion (3.5) results in

l(θ ,φ|y,X) = ln L(θ ,φ|y,X)

=
n
∑

j

y jθ j − b(θ j)

φ
w+ c(y j ,φ, w).

The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of β , often denoted β̂ , is the value of β that maxim-
izes the likelihood function L or the log likelihood function l. However, the way the likelihood
is defined above, β is not included in the expression. If the canonical link function is used,
then β is easily entered into the equation by inserting g(xT

j β) for θ j . However, for other link
functions β can be inserted into the equation by utilizing the relation between θ j and µ j as
described in Expression (3.4).

3.2.3 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a special case of generalized linear models used for for binary response
variables. For the n observation pairs (x j , y j), assume the binary response y j is coded by 0 and
1, such that y j ∈ {0,1} are independent and follow the Bernoulli distribution with probability
π j . The Bernoulli probability mass function is defined as
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f (y|π) = P(Y = y) = πy(1−π)1−y for y ∈ {0,1},

where P(Y = 1) = π= E(y) = µ and Var(Y ) = π(1−π). This can be rewritten on exponential
form as

f (y|π) = exp
�

y ln
� π

1−π

�

+ ln (1−π)
�

.

If we define θ = ln
�

π
1−π
�

as the canonical parameter we can obtain the density of the Bernoulli
distribution in the form of an exponential family

f (y|θ ) = exp(yθ + ln(1+ exp(θ )),

where b(θ ) = ln(1−π) = − ln(1+ exp(θ )), φ = 1, w = 1 and c(y,π, w) = 0. Further, it can
be shown that

E(y) = b′(θ ) = π and Var(y) = b′′(θ ) = π(1−π)

holds.
We want to estimate the probability for y j = 1 conditional on the covariates. The linear

predictor in this case is defined as

η j = β0 + β1 x j,1 + · · ·+ βp x j,p.

Since we are estimating the probability for y j = 1, the predictions need to lie between 0
and 1 for all x j . This is achieved by using an appropriate link function g(π j) = η j , and the
logit, probit and complimentary log-log (cloglog) are commonly used. We will consider only
the logit link function here. The logit link function is defined as

g(π j) = log

�

π j

1−π j

�

= η j = β0 + β1 x j,1 + · · ·+ βp x j,p, (3.6)

and the corresponding response function is defined as

E(y j) = P(y j = 1) = π j = h(η j) =
exp(η j)

1+ exp(η j)
.

For binary response variables the logit link function is the canonical link function, as the link
function is defined as g(π j) = θ . Further transforming Expression (3.6) of the log odds gives
an easy way to interpret the model coefficients. We explain how using the example below.

Example log odds

Assume that we are interested in understanding why some people develop a disease. Further,
assume that the development is only dependent on two factors, age and weight. Age is a con-
tinuous variable and weight is a categorical variable with 4 categories: underweight, normal
weight, overweight, obese. Since the weight variable is categorical we use dummy variable
encoding and let normal weight be the reference category. Using a dataset containing this in-
formation about a population, we can fit a logistic regression model. Since only the log odds,
and not the expected value of the response, is linear in the covariates, the interpretation of
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these results is not straightforward. However, as seen in Expression (3.6), we are able to obtain
a linear model for the logarithmic odds. If we rewrite this expression of the log-odds we get

P(Yj = 1)

P(Yj = 0)
=

π j

1−π j
= exp(η j) = exp(x jβ),

which gives a convenient expression for interpreting the effect of the covariates in a logistic

regression model. The quantity
P(Yj=1)
P(Yj=0) is the odds, and it is the probability of y j = 1 relative

to the probability of y j = 0. In other words, this is the odds of developing the disease. A
unit increase in one of the covariates, while keeping all other covariates the same, leads to a
multiplicative change in the odds by that covariate’s coefficient. If we, for example, consider
a change in age from x j,age = 60 to x j,age = 61, while all other covariates are kept constant,
then

P(Yj = 1|x j,age = 60+ 1)

P(Yj = 0|x j,age = 60+ 1)
= exp(β0) · exp(βage x j,age) · · · exp(βobese x j,obese)

= exp(β0) · exp(βage(60+ 1)) · · · exp(βobese x j,obese)

=
P(Yj = 1|x j,age = 60)

P(Yj = 0|x j,age = 60)
exp(βage).

Consequently, if βage > 0 the odds increases with increasing age, if βage < 0 the odds decreases
with increasing age, and if βage = 0 age has no effect. In a similar way, we can examine the
change in odds with changing weight. The odds of developing the disease is exp(βoverweight)
times greater for people in the overweight category compared to people in the normal weight
category.

Estimating Regression Coefficients of a Logistic Model

As we have assumed a Bernoulli distribution for the response y = [y1, . . . , yn]T , the corres-
ponding likelihood function is

L(θ |y) =
n
∏

j=1

exp(y jθ j + ln(1+ exp(θ j)).

Using the relationship defined above, θ j = ln
�

π j
1−π j

�

where π j is linked to β as given in Ex-
pression (3.6), we get

L(β |y) =
n
∏

j=1

exp

�

y j ln

�

π j

1−π j

�

+ ln
�

1−π j

�

�

.

The log likelihood is then defined as

l(β |y) =
n
∑

j=1

y j ln
�

π j

�

+ (1− y j) ln
�

1−π j

�

=
n
∑

j=1

y j(x
T
j β)− ln(1+ exp(xT

j β)).

From this expression the gradient and Hessian matrix with respect to the vector β can easily
be computed by simple matrix differentiation rules in combination with the chain rule. The
gradient and Hessian are then entered into the iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm.
See Chapter 5 in the book by Fahrmeir et al. (2007) for more details.
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The Deviance of a Logistic Model

The deviance is a godness-of-fit statistic, and often used for model selection. The deviance is
defined as two times the difference between the log likelihood of the saturated model and the
log likelihood of the model (Fahrmeir et al. 2007, Chapter 5). The saturated model is a model
that has as many covariates as observations and therefore fits the data perfectly. For logistic
regression the log likelihood of the saturated model is zero. Thus the binomial deviance for n
observations is defined as

Dev=
n
∑

j=1

−2
�

y j ln p̂ j + (1− y j) ln(1− p̂ j)
�

,

where y j is the observed response for observation j and p̂ j is the prediction of observation j.
A smaller deviance indicates a better fit.

3.3 Multiple Hypotheses Testing

In this section we discuss a challenge arising when testing multiple hypotheses at the same
time and a method for dealing with this challenge. The theory in this chapter is mainly based
on Halle et al. (2017). Multiple testing refers to testing multiple hypotheses at the same time,
maybe even using the same data.

3.3.1 Probability of a Type I error

When performing a hypothesis test we first define the null and the alternative hypothesis.
There are both one-sided and two-sided hypotheses tests, but we will only consider the two
sided hypothesis test here. Consider a hypothesis test defined as

H0 : βk = 0 H1 : βk ̸= 0,

where βk is the k’th coefficient in a regression model. There are two types of errors we can
make, called type I and type I I errors. A type I error is to reject the null hypothesis when
the null hypothesis is true. A type I I error is to fail to reject the null hypothesis when the null
hypothesis is false. Testing many hypotheses simultaneously creates some unwanted problems;
the chance of rejecting a true null hypothesis grows undesirably large.

Results
Not reject H0 Reject H0 Total

Truth
H0 true U V m0
H0 false T S m−m0

Total m− R R m

Table 3.1: Table summarizing results of m hypotheses tests. The number m0 is the number of
true null hypotheses, V is the number of type I errors, T is the number of type I I errors, U is
the number of true null hypotheses not rejected and S is the number of correctly rejected null
hypotheses.

The outcome of m tests can be summarized as shown in Table 3.1. Denote the number
of true null hypotheses by m0, the number of type I errors by V , and the number of type I I
errors by T . Further, the number of true null hypotheses not rejected is denoted by U and the
number of correctly rejected null hypotheses by S. While performing the hypotheses tests, only
the total number of tests, m, and number of rejected hypotheses, R, are known.
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As mentioned, the chance of a type I error grows undesirably large when preforming many
tests simultaneously. Consider a multiple testing problem where we want to test m hypotheses
and let the local significance level be αloc . This means that the probability of falsely rejecting
each individual null hypothesis is controlled at αloc , if we consider a method producing exact
p-values. A p-value p is called an exact p-value if P(p ≤ α) = α for all α ∈ [0,1]. When
considering all m tests and assuming all null hypotheses are true, the expected number of
type I errors becomes mαloc . We are interested in the probability of committing at least one
type I error among the m tests. If we continue to assume all null hypotheses to be true and
also assume independence between p-values, then the probability of at least one false positive
result among the m tests is

P(At least one type I error) = 1− P(No type I errors)

= 1− P(V = 0)

= 1− P(p1 > αloc ∩ p2 > αloc ∩ · · · ∩ pm > αloc)

= 1− (1−αloc)
m,

where pi is the p-value of test i. This shows that the probability of getting at least one type I
error grows rapidly with increasing number of tests.

In differential expression analysis we often analyze the effect of some variables on hun-
dreds to thousands of genes or miRNAs, leading to hundreds to thousands of hypotheses tests.
As we have seen, this might lead to the probability of at least one type I error to be higher
than we are willing to accept. However, there are ways to address this problem by taking the
multiplicity of tests into account. This is done by controlling an appropriate error rate. If we
want to focus on preventing type I errors rather than type I I errors, controlling the family-
wise error rate (probability of at least one type I error) using the Bonferroni method may be
useful (Holm 1979; Hochberg 1988). However, in exploratory analysis, and not confirmatory
analysis, we often consider controlling the false discovery rate (FDR) and not the FWER as it
is not as strict a criterion and offers higher power.

3.3.2 False Discovery Rate

The FDR is the expected proportion of falsely rejected null hypotheses. When considering if a
coefficient is significant, we use α as a threshold for the p-value to control the probability of
a type I error. In the same way, we can control the false discovery rate. The FDR is defined by
Halle et al. (2017) as

FDR=

¨

E
�

V
V+R

�

for R> 0

0 else.

The FDR can be controlled using the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hoch-
berg 1995). To explain how this is done, consider testing m hypotheses based on the corres-
ponding m p-values. Let p(1) ≤ p(2) ≤ p(3) ≤ · · · ≤ p(m) be the ordered p-values, and denote
H(i) as the null hypothesis corresponding to the p-value p(i). Then define k such that

k = arg max
i

§

p(i) ≤
i
m
α∗
ª

.

where α∗ is the rate at which we want to control the FDR. The Benjamini and Hochberg pro-
cedure works by rejecting all null hypotheses H(i) for i = 1,2, 3, . . . , k. This is also true for
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any configuration of false null hypotheses (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). J. J. Goeman and
Solari (2014) states that this procedure controls the FDR at level α∗ under some dependence
structure of the p-values known as the stronger positive dependence through stochastic order-
ing. This is further explained by J. J. Goeman and Solari (2014) on page 1953 − 1954 and
1961− 1963.

The Benjamini and Hochberg procedure can be used to create adjusted p-values using the
following formula

p̃i =min
�

α|H(i) is rejected at FDR level α
	

.

3.4 limma and voom

limma is a R software package using linear models and empirical Bayes for differential expres-
sion analysis (Smyth 2004). It was developed while microarrays were the most widely used
experiment to quantify RNA sequences, meaning it was specifically developed to analyze con-
tinuous expression data. What has made limma a popular method is that it deals with one of
the main challenges of doing inference on expression data; the small number of observations.
Gene expression data, or expression data in general, are often high dimensional with n≪ p.
This imposes serious challenges when performing inference about each RNA sequence in the
dataset. limma exploit the similarities between RNA sequences by borrowing information from
all the other sequences in the dataset when doing inference about one of them. This way of
borrowing information increases power to detect differentially expressed miRNAs, and allows
for miRNAs to have individual variances (Law et al. 2014).

The voom method, introduced by Law et al. (2014), makes the borrowing information
concept of limma available for discrete RNA-seq data. Typically, the variance of discrete ex-
pression counts increase with increasing expression value. Before any analysis is performed,
the data are pre-processed to account for both biological and experimental variations. This
usually transforms the data to a continuous scale. Thus one could argue that the data could be
used directly in the limma pipeline. However, this ignores the fact that the variability depends
on the expression value. By estimating a mean variance trend, voom incorporates this trait of
discrete distributions into the limma pipeline.

Although there exist many different methods for differential expression analysis of RNA-
seq data, using different distributions and approaches, we only consider limma and voom in
this thesis. We first briefly explain the methods used in the original limma package, then we
proceed to explain how voom make these methods available for discrete RNA-seq data.

3.4.1 limma

limma fits a separate linear model to each miRNA, and uses an empirical Bayes method to
borrow information between models. The methods and theory in this section are based on
the paper that originally introduced limma (Smyth 2004). The response of the linear models
in limma are the log2 expression values of the miRNAs. These expression values are usually
normalized to counts per million (cpm) before any analysis. This normalization procedure is
explained in Section 4.2.

Linear model

Consider n observation pairs (x j , yi, j), for j = 1,2, . . . , n of a RNA sequence i, where x j =
[x j,1, . . . , x j,p]T is a vector of p explanatory variables. A linear model is fitted to each miRNA
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yi,1
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...

yi,n









= Xβ i

where yi = [yi,1, . . . , yi,n]T are the log2 transformed cpm values, β i = [βi,1, . . . ,βi,p] is the
coefficient vector and X = [x1, . . . ,xn]T is the design matrix with the covariate vector xT

j =
[x j,1 . . . , x j,p] as row j. Further assume that the variance of the response can be written as

Var(Yi) =Wiσ
2
i ,

where Wi is a known diagonal weight matrix with elements wi,1, wi,2, . . . , wi,n and σ2
i is the

unknown variance of miRNA i.
Assume that we are interested in testing for differential expression between two groups.

We then include that group variable as a binary categorical covariate, x i,k, in the linear model
and test by performing a hypothesis test defined as

H0 : βi,k = 0, H1 : βi,k ̸= 0.

In cases with multiple experimental conditions, where we want to test for differential expres-
sion between multiple groups, we need to define a contrast matrix. This can be defined as
β∗i = CTβ i , where CT is the contrast matrix and β∗i is the difference between the experi-
mental conditions of interest, called the contrasts. There might be more or fewer contrasts
than coefficients.

Empirical Bayes method

A moderated t-statistic is derived using a hybrid of a classical and Bayesian approach. Bayesian
statistics is a theory fundamentally different from the classical frequentist statistics (Casella
and Berger 2002). Consider a random sample X1, X2, . . . , Xn drawn from a population with
probability distribution f (x|θ ), where θ is a parameter of the distribution. In the classical
approach θ is considered unknown but fixed. However, the Bayesian approach is based on a
hierarchical model, where θ is considered a random variable whose variation can be described
by a probability distribution. This distribution, called the prior distribution, is based on the
experimenters initial beliefs and is decided prior to seeing the data. The prior distribution
is denoted by π(θ ). Given θ the observations have a probability distribution which is often
referred to as the likelihood and is denoted by f (x|θ ). After collecting the observations, the
prior is updated with the new information obtained by the observations using Bayes theorem.
The updated version of the prior is what we refer to as the posterior distribution. The posterior
distribution is defined as

π(θ |x) =
f (x|θ )π(θ )

f (x)
,

where the denominator, f (x), is the marginal distribution of x given as f (x) =
∫

f (x|θ )π(θ )dθ .
The variable θ is not necessarily just one variable, but may be a vector of variables that in-
fluence the distribution. In a two-stage hierarchical Bayes model, the variables θ can also be
considered to be samples from a distribution characterized by hyperparameters, η, given as
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f (θ |η), where the hyperparameters, η, are believed to be draw from a distribution π(η). As
explained by Casella and Berger (2002), the empirical Bayes method differs from the standard
Bayes method by not specifying the values of the hyperparameters η a priori. Instead these
parameters are estimated from the data and the prior distribution is no longer formulated
before seeing the data.

Estimating the Posterior Distribution

In the limma method an empirical Bayes approach is used to estimate a posterior variance
for each miRNA and this is then inserted into the t-statistic in the place of the usual sample
variance. This results in the moderated t-statistic.

The coefficients in each of the linear models are estimated using least squares. Denote
the least squares coefficient estimator by β̂ i and the residual sample variance by s2

i . Then,
Var(β̂ i) = Vis

2
i where Vi = (XT W−1

i X)−1.
We assign a scaled chi-square distribution with d0 degrees of freedom and scaling para-

meter s2
0 as a prior for σ−2

i such that

1

σ2
i

∼
1

d0s2
0

χ2
d0

. (3.7)

Furthermore, we assume that the likelihood, s2
i |σ

2
i , is assumed to approximately follow a

scaled chi-squared distribution with di degrees of freedom defined as

s2
i |σ

2
i ∼

σ2
i

di
χ2

di
.

Plugging this and the prior distribution for 1/σ2
i into Bayes theorem we find the posterior

distribution of 1/σ2
i . We have that

f

�

1

σ2
i

�

�

�s2
i

�

= c f
�

s2
i |σ

2
i

�

π

�

1

σ2
i

�

= c
1

2di/2Γ (di/2)

�

s2
i di

σ2
i

�di/2−1

exp

�

−s2
i di

2σ2
i

�

�

�

�

�

�

di

σ2
i

�

�

�

�

�

×
1

2d0/2Γ (d0/2)

�

s2
0d0

σ2
i

�d0/2−1

exp

�

−s2
0d0

2σ2
i

�

|d0s0|

= c′
�

1

σ2
i

�

di+d0
2 −1

exp

�

−1/σ2
i

�

s2
i di + s2

0d0

2

��

∼ Gamma

�

di + d0

2
,

2

s2
i di + s2

0d0

�

,

(3.8)

where c and c′ are normalizing constants. For readability we do not write them out as they are

not necessary for recognizing the distribution to be Gamma
�

di+d0
2 , 2

s2
i di+s2

0d0

�

distributed.

Estimation of Hyperparameters

The hyperparameters s2
0 and d0, in Expression (3.7), are estimated from the data. The hyper-

parameter s2
0 can be viewed as a pooled variance of all RNA sequences in the dataset. This will
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become clearer once the posterior mean, s̃2
i , is derived. We consider log(s2

i ) instead of s2
i while

deriving the estimates because this follows a distribution closer to the normal distribution.
Smyth (2004) shows that the marginal distribution of s2

i is a scaled F - distribution with
parameters (di , d0), where di is the degrees of freedom of the chi-square distribution assumed
on s2

i |σ
2
i and d0 is the degrees of freedom of the chi-square prior assigned to σ−2

i . Let zi be
defined as

zi = log(s2
i ).

Then zi follows a constant plus Fisher’s Z distribution (Smyth 2004).
The limma method estimates the two hyperparameters, s2

0 and d0, by matching up the
theoretical mean and variance of zi with the empirically estimated mean and variance of zi .
The theoretical mean and variance of zi can be defined as

E[zi] = log(s2
0) +ψ(di/2)−ψ(d0/2) + log(d0/di)

Var[zi] =ψ
′(di/2) +ψ

′(d0/2),

where ψ and ψ′ are the diagamma and trigamma functions. By letting ei be defined as

ei = zi −ψ(di/2) + log(di/2),

we can obtain an unbiased estimator of Var(zi):
1

n−1

∑

i(ei − ē)2 where ē = 1
n

∑

i ei . Matching
this with the theoretical variance gives

E

�

1
n− 1

∑

i

(ei − ē)2
�

=ψ′(d0/2) +ψ
′(di/2).

We can then estimate d0 by solving the following expression with respect to d0

ψ′(d0/2) =
1

n− 1

∑

i

(ei − ē)2 −ψ′(di/2). (3.9)

Given the estimate of d0, we use this to estimate s2
0. By using the definition of ei and the

theoretical mean of zi we have that

E[ei] = E[zi]−ψ(di/2) + log(di/2)

= log(s2
0)−ψ(d0/2) + log(d0)− log(di) + log(di/2)

= log(s2
0)−ψ(d0/2) + log(d0/2).

To obtain an estimate of s2
0, we solve the following expression

s2
0 = exp {ē+ψ(d0/2)− log(d0/2)} .

In the case where the right hand side of expression (3.9) is less than 0, the equation cannot
be solved. In that case d0 is set to be infinite and the estimate of s2

0 simplifies to exp{ē}.

The Moderated t-statistic

The posterior distribution of σ−2
i in Expression (3.8) combined with the estimated hyperpara-

meters is used to estimate a posterior variance, s̃−2
i . By the properties of the gamma distribu-

tion, we have that
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s̃−2
i = E
�

σ−2
i |s

2
i

�

=
d0 + di

d0s2
0 + dis

2
i

,

where s̃−2
i is the posterior mean of σ−2

i . Taking the inverse of this expression yields the follow-
ing expression

s̃2
i =

1

E
�

σ−2
i |s

2
i

� =
d0s2

0 + dis
2
i

d0 + di
.

Although this is, in fact, the inverse of the posterior mean of 1
σ2

i
given s2

i , for simplicity we will

refer to this as the posterior mean of σ2
i . Inserting s̃2

i into the t-statistic yields the following
expression

t̃ i,k =
β̂i,k

s̃i
p

vi,k
.

This expression reduces to the ordinary t-statistic if d0 = 0. The βi,k coefficient is assumed to
be nonzero with probability,

P
�

βi,k ̸= 0
�

= pk.

When β j,k ̸= 0 a prior distribution is specified as

f (βi,k|σ2
i ,β j,k ̸= 0) = N(0, v0, jσ

2
j ).

Furthermore, Smyth (2004) shows that the marginal distribution of t̃ i,k for all miRNAs follow
a mixture distribution of an ordinary t-distribution and a scaled t-distribution. Under the null
hypothesis, H0 : βi,k = 0, the moderated t-statistic follows an ordinary t-distribution with
d0 + di degrees of freedom, that is

t̃ i,k|βi,k = 0 ∼ td0+di
.

When β j,k ̸= 0, t̃ i,k follows a scaled t-distribution with d0 + di degrees of freedom, that is

t̃ i,k|βi,k ̸= 0 ∼ (1+ v0l/vi,k)
1/2 td0+di

.

The respective mixing proportions of the distribution are pk and 1− pk.
The unconditional distributions of the moderated t-statistic t̃ i,k and of s2

i are independent.

Improving Power for Differential Detection

limma improves power to detect differential expression by using the moderated t-statistic
(Ritchie et al. 2015). We have established how the moderated t-statistic is derived and ex-
plained how the posterior estimate of the variance, s̃2

i , is a compromise of the residual sample
variance, s2

i , and a pooled variance, s2
0, derived from all miRNAs. If the number of samples is

large and thus the degrees of freedom, di , of the sample variance distribution is high, then the
posterior variance will be close to the sample variance. However, if the number of observations
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is small, then the pooled variance will have a greater impact on the posterior variance. This
means that the posterior will be squeezed towards the pooled variance to hopefully obtain a
better estimate.

A question to ask is how squeezing the variance of individual miRNAs towards a mean
variance derived from all miRNAs improves the power. A possible way to motivate the use of a
squeezed variance is by Stein’s paradox. Stein’s paradox states that when estimating three or
more parameter means, there exist methods that combine the estimates that are more accurate
than any method estimating each parameter separately (Efron and Morris 1977). The same
concept is used in the limma method. It is believed that it is beneficial to include the average
over all sample variances when estimating the variance of an individual miRNA. Generally,
we believe that larger variances in expression data are overestimated and smaller variances
are underestimated, and that we obtain better results by averaging them towards a common
mean.

In addition to squeezing the sample variance towards an averaged variance, the degrees
of freedom of the t-statistic under the null hypothesis increases. This means that using the
posterior variance instead of the sample variance has two effects on the t-statistic. The variance
estimate is shrunken or increased and the degrees of freedom increase. For miRNAs with small
sample variance estimates, the variance is increased towards s2

0, and the degrees of freedom
is increased. When the degrees of freedom increase, the t-distribution becomes narrower with
lighter tails. Furthermore, the estimated variance in the denominator is reduced, meaning that
the t-statistic will be larger. This increases power for miRNAs with large variance. For miRNAs
with small variance the power is also increased by the more degrees of freedom, but is reduced
by increasing the estimated variance.

3.4.2 voom

When using voom a mean variance trend is estimated and used to estimate variances for each
individual observation. In this way voom addresses a key problem when fitting normal based
models to RNA-seq data; large counts have considerably larger standard deviations than smal-
ler counts. Both voom and limma-trend are methods taking this into account. Using limma-
trend a mean variance trend is also estimated, but it is used to estimate prior variances for
each miRNA. These prior variances are then used instead of s2

0 in the original limma method.
As we believe variance modelling at the observation level to be beneficial we only consider
voom in this thesis. voom is available in the R package limma. Other methods, such as those
implemented in edgeR and DESeq, use count distributions to avoid having to fit normal based
models to RNA-seq data (Robinson, McCarthy et al. 2010; Love et al. 2014). Law et al. (2014)
states that this imposes serious limitations due to the reduced range of statistical tools associ-
ated with count distributions compared to the normal distribution.

Variance Modeling at the Observational Level

The standard deviations of read counts usually increase with increased number of counts.
Applying the log-transformation to the counts counteracts this trend, but it overdoes it so that
the trend appears descending. The voom method aims to model this trend without the need to
specify the correct probability distribution.

Using limma-trend it is assumed that all observations of the same miRNA have equal vari-
ance. This assumption is violated if the sequencing depths differ between samples. The vari-
ance of an observation depend both on the mean of the miRNA and the sequencing depth of the
sample. If the sample has a higher sequencing depth than the rest, then we would assume that
observations from this sample have a higher variance than observations from other samples.
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This information is, however, lost when accounting for the sequencing depth by converting
the count to cpm values (cpm normalization is described in Section 4.2). To account for this,
voom estimates variances at the observational level and operates on the raw read counts.

Precision Weights

To incorporate observation level variance into the limma pipeline, precision weight for each
observation are estimated. The precision weights are defined as the inverse of the estimated
variances.

Precision weights are estimated by fitting a linear model to the log cpm values yi, j for each
miRNA i using ordinary least squares, as is done in limma. This results in a residual standard
deviation for each miRNA, si , and fitted values, µ̂i, j . The average log cpm values, ȳi , are then
computed for each RNA sequence. This average is then converted back to a log count value by

r̃i = ȳi + log2(R̃)− log2(106),

where R̃ is the mean of the library sizes R j plus one. Next, a trend is fitted to the square root of
the standard deviations si as a function of the average log counts r̃i . The trend is fitted using
a LOWESS curve, which is a form of local regression method (Strand 2019). We denote the
trend fitted by the LOWESS curve as the function lo() which takes a count value as input.
Then all the fitted log cpm values, µ̂i, j , from the linear model are also converted into fitted log
counts by

λ̃i, j = µ̂i, j + log2(R j + 1)− log2(106).

Consequently, by inserting the log counts into lo() we can estimate the square root of the
standard deviation for each observation taking the sequencing depth into account. Lastly the
voom precision weights are the inverse of the variances obtained from the LOWESS curve,
wi, j = s̃−2

i, j . The calculated weights paired with the log cpm values yi, j are input into the original
limma pipeline.

3.5 The Elastic Net

The elastic net is a regularization method, first introduced by Zou and Hastie (2005). Regular-
ization, sometimes called penalized regression, is a way of regularizing the estimation process
of coefficients. These methods aim to shrink coefficient estimates and/or create sparse mod-
els with the goal of reducing overfitting. Lasso is a popular regularization method using an
L1 penalty to achieve sparse solutions (R. Tibshirani 1996). Another popular method is ridge
regression. Ridge uses the L2 penalty and does not perform variable selection, rather it only
shrinks the coefficients estimates without letting any of them be exactly zero. The elastic net
is a weighted combination of lasso and ridge and includes them both as special cases.

Consider n observation pairs (x j , y j), for j = 1,2, . . . , n, where x j = [x j,1, . . . , x j,p]T is a
vector of p explanatory variables. The elastic net minimizes the negative likelihood to estimate
the coefficients, as is done for GLMs, but subject to some constraint. The general formulation
of the elastic net minimization problem including an intercept, is

min
(β0,β)∈Rp+1

[− ln L(β0,β) +λPα(β)] , (3.10)
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Pα(β) = (1−α)
1
2
||β ||2L2

+α||β ||L1

=
p
∑

i=1

�

1
2
(1−α)β2

i +α|β i|
� (3.11)

is the elastic net penalty (Hastie, R. Tibshirani and Wainwright 2016). The vectorβ = [β1, . . . ,βp]T

is the coefficient vector, and β0 is the intercept. The shrinkage penalty in Expression (3.11) is
a compromise between the L1 lasso penalty and the L2 ridge penalty, and the value α decides
where the penalty lies on the scale between them. Choosing α = 1 gives lasso regression and
choosing α = 0 gives ridge regression. Both α and λ are user specified values, though λ is
often chosen through cross-validation. In this thesis we also choose α with the help of cross-
validation, as further described in Section 5.3. The parameter λ≥ 0 is a tuning parameter and
controls the complexity of the model. Increasing the λ value, will increase the impact of the
penalty term and the coefficient estimates are shrunken towards zero. If we decrease λ, the
penalty term is decreased, leading to less shrinkage and the model is able to fit more closely
to the data. In particular, if λ = 0 the penalty term is zero and elastic net gives the same
coefficient estimates as maximum likelihood.

3.5.1 The Variable Selection Property

Penalized regression methods are widely used with high dimensional datasets. Lasso can identify
a small subset of relevant variables that provide good predictive accuracy. However, it tends
to exclude highly correlated variables (Pavlou et al. 2016). If our goal is prediction and we do
not seek insight into which and how the variables influence the response, this aspect of lasso
is not problematic.

Ridge on the other hand, does not shrink any coefficients to zero and does not perform
variable selection. In the extreme case of k identical covariates, ridge will give them all identical
coefficients with 1/k’th the size that any one of them would get if included in the model alone
(Friedman et al. 2010). Thus, ridge has a way of treating correlated variables similarly, while
lasso in theory only includes one of them. In these extreme cases with equal covariates the lasso
problem breaks down. To explain this we fist consider the case of only including one of the
identical covariates, x j . For one given value of λ the estimated coefficient is β̂ j > 0. If we then
include a copy of this covariate as well, x j′ , then they can "share" this coefficient in infinitely
many ways, β̃ j + β̃ j′ = β̂ j , while still resulting in the same loss (Hastie, R. Tibshirani and
Wainwright 2016, Chapter 4). Thus, the coefficients are not well defined. This exact scenario
is unlikely to happen in practice, but in expression analysis small groups of miRNAs or genes
tend to be expressed together and are thus highly correlated. In addition, when the number
of variables p exceeds the number of observations n, the lasso problem is no longer strictly
convex, and it may not have a unique minimizer (R. J. Tibshirani 2013). However, this problem
can be managed, but we do not explain this any further and refer interested readers to the
paper by R. J. Tibshirani (2013).
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Figure 3.2: This figure is inspired by Figure 6.7 by James et al. (2013) on page 244. It repres-
ents a penalized regression case using a model with two variables. The ridge constraints are
visualized to the left, the lasso constraints in the middle and the elastic net to the right. The
point β̂ represents the maximum likelihood solution and the ellipses around β̂ represents paths
were the value of the likelihood is the same.

The elastic net, being a compromise between ridge and lasso, inherits a way of including
highly correlated variables while still performing variable selection. The method tends to select
groups of correlated variables together or leave the whole group out. If we let α be close to,
but less than 1, the elastic net behaves much like the lasso but will not break down in the
case of equal variables. The elastic net problem is strictly convex for any α < 1 and λ > 0,
meaning a unique solution exists for any correlation between variables (Hastie, R. Tibshirani
and Wainwright 2016, Chapter 4).

The constraints of the three regularization methods when using two variables are visu-
alized in Figure 3.2. The maximum likelihood solution is represented by β̂ and the ellipses
around are contours. All points on one of these contours have the same value of the likelihood,
and as these ellipses expand away from β̂ the likelihood increases. The circle, diamond, and
rounded diamond represents the ridge, lasso and elastic net constraints respectively, for one
particular λ. If λ= 0, the maximum likelihood solution, β̂ , lies within the constraint boundar-
ies and the ridge, lasso, elastic net and maximum likelihood solution will be the same. If λ ̸= 0
the coefficient estimates are given by the first point an ellipse intersects with the constraint
region. Since the ridge constraint region is circular, this point will generally not be on one of
the axes. Meaning the coefficients estimates will generally not be set to exactly zero. Lasso on
the other hand, has sharp corners at the axes and the contours around the maximum likeli-
hood solution will often intersect with the corners of the constraints first. This is what gives
lasso a variable selection property. We notice that the elastic net constraints has corners like
the lasso, but also rounded edges. The sharp corners encourage sparsity, while rounded edges
encourage inclusion of correlated variables.

The variable selection property of elastic net and lasso have been demonstrated in mul-
tiple studies. Pavlou et al. (2016) reviewed frequentist and Bayesian shrinkage methods in a
high dimensional setting and compared their predictive performance. They showed that both
lasso and elastic net performed well in most scenarios. Elastic net was, however, found to se-
lect more variables than lasso and was superior when the data included correlated variables.
They concluded that when variable selection is required and no high correlations are observed
between variables lasso is a good option, while if there are high correlations elastic net is the
preferred method. Benner et al. (2010) used simulated microarray data and found elastic net
and lasso had the best predictive accuracy in moderately sparse scenarios.
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3.5.2 Regularized Logistic Regression

For the regularized logistic regression case the minimization problem given in Expression
(3.10) becomes

min
(β0,β)∈Rp+1
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y j ln
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π j
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+ (1− y j) ln
�

1−π j

��

+λPα(β)



 . (3.12)

This optimization problem can not be solved analytically in the general case, thus we must
employ numerical optimization procedures. There are multiple ways to solve this optimization
problem, but we will present the solution proposed by Friedman et al. (2010) and implemented
in the R package named glmnet. The method computes solutions for a sequence of λ values,
in descending order, along a regularization path. This is an efficient way to compute solutions
for a multitude of λ values, but also an efficient way even if only one are of interest (Friedman
et al. 2010). For each λ value the algorithm starts with the solution from the previous λ value.
Minimizing the log likelihood is difficult. The glmnet therefore, for each λ, minimizes the
shrinkage term, Pα(β), along with a quadratic approximation of the likelihood, lQ, multiple
times until convergence. Coordinate decent is used to solve the optimization problem based
on the penalized quadratic approximation. The algorithm can be summarized as follows

Outer loop: Decrement λ, start with {β̃0, β̃} for the previous λ

Middle loop: Update the approximation of the likelihood with current estimate of
{β0,β}

Inner loop: Run a modified cyclical coordinate decent to solve the optimiza-
tion problem for each penalized quadratic approximation to update {β0,β}

The Quadratic Approximation of the Likelihood

In a more explicit form the log likelihood in Expression (3.12) can be written as

l(β0,β |y) =
n
∑

j=1

y j(β0 + xT
j β)− ln(1+ exp(β0 + xT

j β))

(Friedman et al. 2010). This log likelihood is a convex function of β0 and β . For some current
estimate, [β̃0, β̃], of the parameters a quadratic approximation to the log likelihood can be
formed by Taylor expansion around the current estimates

l(β0,β |y)≈ lQ(β0,β |y)

= −
1
2

n
∑

j=1

w j(z j − β0 − xT
j β)

2 + C(β̃0, β̃)2,
(3.13)

where

z j = β̃0 + xT
j β̃ +

y j − π̃ j

π̃ j(1− π̃ j)

w j =
1
N
π̃ j(1− π̃ j)
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and

π̃ j =
exp(β̃0 + xT β̃)

1+ exp(β̃0 + xT β̃)
.

Notice that the second term in Expression (3.13) is a constant, while the first term is on
the form of a weighted mean square error for a linear regression model where z j and w j are
the response and weight for observation j respectively. This quadratic approximation of the
log likelihood can be solved by using the coordinate decent.

Coordinate Descent

The coordinate descent method, also known as the coordinate search method, is an optimiza-
tion algorithm that iteratively searches along coordinate directions to find a point with lower
function value (Nocedal and Wright 2006, Chapter 9). For each iteration all except one of the
components are kept constant, while a search direction along a single component is chosen to
minimize the objective function. For perhaps the simplest form of coordinate descent, cyclic co-
ordinate descent, this is repeated for all components. After one cycle through all components,
the whole process is repeated, starting again from the first component.

In the glmnet algorithm, coordinate descent is used to solve the penalized least-squares
problem

min
(β0,β)∈Rp+1

�

−lQ(β0,β) +λPα(β)
�

, (3.14)

where we use the quadratic approximation to the log likelihood, lQ, in place of the actual log
likelihood, l, (Friedman et al. 2010). Inside the inner loop the likelihood function stays the
same since β̃0 and β̃ are constant inside the inner loop. The approximation to the log likeli-
hood is only updated in the middle loop. As initial solutions we set β̂0 = β̃0 and β̂ = β̃ . We
stress here, to avoid confusion, that β̃0 and β̃ is kept constant for each inner loop and instead
we update β̂0 and β̂ throughout the inner loop. Only once β̂0 and β̂ (approximately) solve the
optimization problem in Expression (3.14), then we update β̃0 and β̃ and thus also the quad-
ratic approximation to the log likelihood, lQ. For each step of the coordinate decent algorithm
all variables except one β̂k are kept constant. Thus, we have the minimization problem

min
β̂k∈R1

�

−lQ(β̂0, β̂) +λPα(β̂)
�

.

This minimization problem can be solved analytically. We can compute the partial derivative
for βk when βk ̸= 0 as

∂

∂ βk

�

−lQ(β0,β) +λPα(β)
�

|β=β̂β0=β̂0
= −

N
∑

j=1

w j x j,k(z j − β̂0 − x T
j β̂) +λ(1−α)β̂k +λα sign(β̂k)

= −
N
∑

j=1

w j x j,k(z j − ẑ−k
j − x j,kβ̂k) +λ(1−α)β̂k +λα sign(β̂k),

where ẑ−k
j = β̂0+
∑

l ̸=k x j,l β̂l (Friedman et al. 2010). We note that ifλα≥
�

�

�

∑N
j=1 x j,kw j(z j − ẑ−k

j )
�

�

�

then the optimal solution for βk given all other parameters is β̂k = 0. When this is not the case,
the optimal value for β̂k can be found analytically by finding where the gradient is zero for the
two cases β̂k < 0 and β̂k > 0. This gives that the optimal solution for β̂k is given as

β̂k =
S
�

∑N
j=1 x j,kw j(z j − ẑ−k

j ),λα
�

∑N
j=1 w j x

2
j,k +λ(1−α)
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where S(κ,γ) is the soft-thresholding operator defined as

S(κ,γ) = sign(κ)(|κ| − γ)+ =











κ− γ if κ > 0 and γ < |κ|
κ+ γ if κ < 0 and γ < |κ|
0 if γ≥ |κ|.

The method first cycles through all variables once, as in cyclical coordinate descent. How-
ever, to exploit the sparseness in this setting it only iterates through the parameters in the
active set until convergence. The active set consists of all parameters not estimated to be zero.
Lastly, it cycles through the whole set again, and if this does not change the active set, it stops.
If it does change the active set, the process is repeated.

3.5.3 Inference on Elastic Net Coefficients

It is often of interest to determine the statistical strength of the included variables in the form
of p-values or confidence intervals. However, using penalized regression makes this procedure
difficult.

A naive approach is to use elastic net for variable selection and then include only the chosen
covariates in a separate regression model. That way we can estimate the coefficients, without
dealing with the penalization term, and compute p-values and confidence intervals. However,
this way of performing inference will not produce correct p-values, and they will appear overly
optimistic. After selecting the variables, we have already chosen the variables most related to
the response and the computed confidence intervals and p-values does not take the variable
selection into account. S. Zhao et al. (2021) present a defence of this naive approach, and
discuss cases where it is possible to use this method for inference. However, it is only valid for
some special cases, and they do not advocate applying this procedure to practical data analysis.
They further conclude that in practice the approach will perform poorly when the sample size
is small or moderate, and/or the assumptions are not met.

Lee et al. (2016) present a way of performing exact post-selection inference by conditioning
on the on the selection event. This introduces a way to form valid confidence intervals for the
selected coefficients and test whether all relevant variables have been included in the model.
This is, however, still not developed for penalized logistic regression using elastic net.

Another way to perform inference is to use bootstrapping. However, since penalized estim-
ation is a procedure that reduces the variance of estimators by introducing bias, the percentile
method will not estimate the confidence interval of the true coefficient value. The accelerated
bias-corrected method uses bootstrapping to compute confidence intervals of biased estimat-
ors. This method is further explained in Section 3.6.2.

3.6 Resampling Methods

In this section we describe two resampling methods; cross-validation and the bootstrap. We
also describe the accelerated bias-corrected method for estimating confidence intervals of
biased estimators using bootstrapping.

3.6.1 Cross-Validation

Cross-validation (CV) is a method often used for model assessment and model selection, espe-
cially when the aim is prediction. For example one usually uses CV to determine the shrinkage
parameter λ in penalized regression. For both model assessment and selection we ideally want
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a way to test the model on unseen data. When evaluating a model we can consider a test error
and a training error. The training error is computed based on how the model performs on the
same data that was used to train the model, that is, to estimate the model parameters. The
test error, however, is computed based on new data. The training error is often considerably
different from the test error and the training error can dramatically underestimate the test
error (James et al. 2013, Chapter 5). As we want to evaluate and compare models based on
how they generalize to unseen data, we ideally want to use the test error for evaluation and
assessment.

In cases where we need to perform model selection and model assessment, and have a
considerable amount of data available, we can set a side both a validation and a test set. Then
we can fit a model on the training set using a range of model parameters, then validate and
determine the best model by comparing their performance on the validation set. After choosing
the best model, we can compute the test error of the final model using the held out test set.
However, in many cases we do not have enough data to be willing to reserve some of it for both
validation and testing. We could use the same data for validation and testing, but if we use
the same data to choose the best model and then evaluate its performance, we would again
underestimate the test error. Double use of the data will create an overoptimistic estimate of
the test error.

1

2

5

Figure 3.3: Visualization of data splitting of k-fold cross validation when using 5 folds. First,
the part of the data numbered 1 is used for validation, while the rest is used for training. Next,
the part numbered 2 is used for validation and the rest for training, and so on until all 5 folds
are held out and used for validation once.

For model selection, the approach of randomly diving the data into two sets, setting one
aside for validation, is called the validation set approach. However, as stated by James et al.
(2013, Chapter 5) this method is highly variable depending on how the observations are ran-
domized into the two sets. The validation set approach is a simple technique, but it tends to
overestimate the error, as not all of the data are used for training. The method of k-fold CV
reduces this variability by repeating the process. In k-fold CV the dataset is randomly split into
k groups or folds of approximately equal size, n/k. Common values for k are k = 3, k = 5,
and k = 10. First, the first fold is treated as the validation set and the model is fit using the
remaining k − 1 folds. Then we can obtain an error estimate of the model performance on
the validation set. For classification problems, different error estimates can be used such as
misclassification error, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) or bino-
mial deviance. This procedure is then repeated k times, where each of the k folds is used as a
validation set once. The data splitting of this procedure for k = 5 is visualized in Figure 3.3.
We are then left with k estimates of the error, one for each validation set. The CV error is the
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sum of these errors averaged over the number of folds. When using the deviance as an error
estimate, the CV error can be defined as

CV(k) =
1
k

k
∑

i=1

1
ni

Dev(y, ŷ), (3.15)

where ni is the number of observations in fold i.
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) is a special case of k-fold CV where k = n. LOOCV

has the advantage that there is no randomness included in the splits and we are able to use
more of the data when fitting the model, thus reducing the bias. However, LOOCV can be
computationally expensive as we need to fit and evaluate n models compared to k in k-fold
CV.

Bias-Variance Trade off

A simple model, including only a few variables usually have a higher bias and lower variance
than a more complex model. If we let the model include many variables then it is able to
fit closer to the data, giving it a low bias but higher variance. This compromise is called the
bias-variance trade-off, and can be used to justify the use of the penalty term in the elastic net
model. We aim to find a model with the right balance, fitting the data as close as possible but
without overfitting.

As mentioned the validation set approach can lead to overestimation of the test error, as a
subset of the data are held out when fitting the model. The LOOCV on the other hand, will give
almost unbiased estimates of the test error as we are able to fit the model to n−1 observations.
This gives LOOCV a low bias, but also a high variance. When using LOOCV the models in the
CV loop are fit using almost the same data, only one observation differs. This implies that the
predictions of these models are highly correlated. The mean of highly correlated variables have
a higher variance than less correlated variables.

The k-fold CV lies somewhere in between LOOCV and the validation set approach. As only
a proportion k−1

k of the data is used when fitting the models, the predictions of the models
are less correlated than for LOOCV. This gives the method a higher bias, but also reduces the
variance. Thus, when choosing k in CV we need to consider both the computational cost and
training time, and the bias-variance trade-off.

The One Standard Deviation Rule

To avoid overfitting when using CV for model selection in general, we can use the one standard
error rule. Consider a case where we want to determine a parameter deciding the complexity
of the model, θ , where a larger value of θ gives a more complex model. Let CV (θ ) be the
CV error when using the complexity parameter θ . Then we can compute the sample standard
deviation of the CV error for each θ . The one standard error rule is then to choose the simplest
model (smallest θ) for which the error estimate lies within one standard error of the best
model. The reasoning behind this rule is that when doing model selection, if the CV errors of
two models are nearly equal then we want to choose the simpler model.

3.6.2 The Bootstrap

Bootstrapping can be used to estimate the uncertainty of methods or estimates. For models
where we are unable to or it is difficult to calculate confidence intervals analytically, the boot-
strap can be used to estimate the confidence intervals of the coefficients. There are multiple
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ways to perform bootstrapping, both parametric and nonparametric. We will focus on one
nonparametric method for bootstrapping regression; the paired bootstrap. The theory in this
section is mostly based on Chapter 9 in the book by Givens and Hoeting (2012).

The Bootstrapping Principle

Bootstrapping mimics the process of sampling from the distribution by sampling from the
sample distribution. Consider n observations x = {x1, . . . ,xn}, and let them be realizations of
the set of random variables X = {X1, . . . ,Xn} that are identically and independently distrib-
uted with density function f and cumulative distribution F . Furthermore, let the empirical
distribution of the observed data be denoted as F̂ . Using the observed data we can compute
an estimate of an unknown parameter θ , θ̂ = T (F̂). If we want to know the variance of this
estimate, and we know the distribution F , we could sample n new observations from F and
again compute θ̂ . We can repeat this sampling many times to simulate the distribution of T (F̂),
and thus obtain an estimate of Var(T (F̂)). The parameter θ could also be a function of both
the data and the distribution, F , such that θ =R(X , F).

The concept of the bootstrap is to do this same sampling, but instead of sampling from the
unknown distribution F , we sample from the empirical distribution F̂ . Consider sampling n
observations B times from F̂ . In practice this means sampling n observations with replacement
randomly from the original observations x, B times. Denote a bootstrap pseudo-datasets as
X ∗ = {X∗1, . . . ,X∗n}. The bootstrapping principle says that we may approximate the distribution
of R(X , F) by inserting the estimated distribution R(X ∗, F̂). This makes inference available
without making any parametric assumptions.

The Paired Bootstrap

The paired bootstrap, also called bootstrapping the cases, can be used to do inference about
the coefficients in a regression setting. Suppose that we have n observation pairs z j = (y j ,x j)
where j = 1, . . . , n. If the response and the covariates are measured from individuals selected at
random, the pairs z j can be seen as observations for i.i.d. random variables Z j = (Yj ,X j) from
a joint distribution. By fitting a regression model to the observed data we obtain a coefficient
estimate β̂ .

To obtain a bootstrap pseudo-dataset, sample Z∗1, . . . ,Z∗n at random with replacement from
the observations pairs. Fit the regression model to the newly obtained pseudo-dataset to ob-
tain a bootstrap coefficient estimate β̂

∗
. Repeat this procedure, sampling B bootstrap datasets

and estimating B bootstrap coefficients to get an empirical distribution estimate of β̂
∗
. This

empirical distribution is then used for inference about β̂ .

Accelerated Bias-Corrected Percentile method

A simple method for doing inference is using the bootstrap estimates to construct a confidence
interval. One way to do this is by using the percentile method. To estimate a 0.95% confidence
interval using the percentile method, let α= 0.05 and simply read off the [(1−α/2)100]th and
[(α/2)100]th percentiles of the empirical distribution of the bootstrap estimates. However, the
penalization term in the elastic net minimization problem leads to biased coefficient estimates.
Therefore, the percentile method will not give a good estimation of the confidence intervals
of the true coefficient.

The accelerated bias-corrected percentile method (BCa) usually results in more accurate
confidence intervals compared to the percentile method (Givens and Hoeting 2012, Chapter 9).
The estimation of confidence intervals is improved by estimating and correcting for possible
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bias, and not taking the bias into account would create wrongly shifted confidence intervals.
While the BCa also uses the percentiles of the bootstrap distribution to estimate the intervals,
the method estimates new percentiles, ν1 and ν2 and uses them instead of the 1 − α/2 and
α/2 percentiles.

The BCa interval is defined as
�

θ̂ ∗(ν1)
, θ̂ ∗(ν2)

�

,

where the percentiles are defined as

ν1 = Φ

�

ẑ0 +
ẑ0 + z(α/2)

1− â(ẑ0 + z(α/2))

�

ν2 = Φ

�

ẑ0 +
ẑ0 + z(1−α/2)

1− â(ẑ0 + z(1−α/2))

�

,

and Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution (Givens and Hoeting 2012, Chapter 9).
These percentiles depend on the bias-correction factor, ẑ0, the acceleration parameter, â, and
the user specifiedα quantiles of the normal distribution, z(α/2) and z(1−α/2). Givens and Hoeting
(2012, Chapter 9) states that one of the simplest choices for estimating the bias correction
factor is by letting ẑ0 = Φ−1

�

F̂∗(θ̂ )
�

, where F̂∗ is the empirical distribution of the bootstrap
pseudo data set and θ̂ is the estimate of θ obtained from the original model. In Chapter 4 in
the book by Shao and Tu (2012) the bias correction factor is defined as

ẑ0 = Φ
−1
�

#{θ̂ ∗b ≤ θ̂}/B
�

,

where #{θ̂ ∗b ≤ θ̂}is the number of bootstrap estimated coefficients less than or equal to θ̂ .
DiCiccio and Efron (1996) on the other hand, states that the BCa algorithm, in its simplest
from estimates z0 by

ẑ0 = Φ
−1
�

#{θ̂ ∗b < θ̂}/B
�

The only difference between these two estimates is that the latter only counts bootstrap estim-
ates smaller than the original estimate, and not those that are equal.

The acceleration factor, â, is defined as

â =
1
6

∑N
j=1(θ̂(·) − θ̂(− j))3

�

∑N
j=1(θ̂(·) − θ̂(− j))2

�3/2
,

where θ̂(− j) is the estimate of θ when observation i is left out of the training set, and θ̂(·) =
1
n

∑N
j=1 θ̂(− j). The acceleration factor is a measure of how fast the standard error changes on

the normalized scale and allows for non-constant variance (DiCiccio and Efron 1996). If ẑ0
and â are both zero, the interval becomes the same as for the percentile method.
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Data

In this chapter we present the dataset and explain how the pre-processing is performed. In
addition, we include some exploratory analysis. The data were collected during the ProPACT
study (Dotterud et al. 2010) which was a randomized, placebo controlled study, meaning the
women were randomly split into a placebo and a treatment group. As mentioned in Chapter
1, the aim of the ProPACT study was to investigate the effect of a probiotic supplement, given
to mothers, on the development of AD in their children. After two years the children were
clinically examined and either diagnosed with AD or not. We are researching if the miRNA
profile in the mothers breast milk is affected by the probiotic supplement and if this can explain
the associated risk reduction in AD.

4.1 The MicroRNA Expression Data

A total of 415 women participated in the ProPACT study. Of these women, 211 were given the
probiotic supplement while 204 were given the placebo. Several of the mother-child pairs were
lost to clinical follow-up, or had missing values at the end of the study. For the probiotic and
placebo group they were left with 61 and 63 complete biological samples respectively where
the child attended the 2 year follow up.

Probiotic Placebo
Mother-child pairs 30 30
History of maternal atopy 9 17
AD at 2 years 10 20
Sensitized at 2 years 7 5*
Sex (female) 14 19
Presence of older siblings 15 15

Table 4.1: Table summarizing baseline characteristics of mother-child pairs. * One missing
value of the characteristic: sensitized at 2 years, in the placebo group. Atopic sensitization was
assessed by a positive skin prick test (SPT) or elevated specific immunoglobulin E (IgE).

From the mother-child pairs with a complete set of biological samples, 60 breast milk
samples taken from the mothers 10 days postpartum, were semi-randomly selected based on
some selection criteria. RNA-seq was used to quantify the expression values of 1396 miRNAs
in these 60 samples and these data are analyzed in this thesis. We were not able to retrieve the
exact information on how the 60 samples were selected or which selection criteria were used.
However, we know the selection criteria was based on which supplement the mothers were
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given and whether or not the child had developed AD after 2 years. In the study by Simpson
et al. (2015), which analyzed miRNAs expression in breast milk samples collected 3 months
postpartum, 54 samples were also semi-randomly selected based on some selection criteria.
The selection criteria they used are described in the article by Simpson et al. (2015).

The baseline characteristics of the mother-child pairs are summarized in Table 4.1. In the
60 samples there are 30 samples from the probiotic group and 30 from the placebo group. In
the probiotic group, 10 children developed AD and 20 children did not. Thus, about 33% of
the children in the probiotic group of this dataset developed AD, compared to 21% in probiotic
group in the ProPACT study. In the placebo group, 20 children developed AD and 10 did not.
Thus, about 67% of the children in the placebo group of this dataset developed AD, compared
to 34% in placebo group in the ProPACT study. The dataset also contains some metadata relev-
ant to the child developing AD. This includes information about the sex of the child, presence
of older siblings and history of maternal atopy. There are 27 male children and 33 female
children in the dataset. Parental atopy is known as a risk factor for developing AD (Ravn et
al. 2020; Ruiz et al. 1992). There are 9 mothers with a history of AD in the probiotic group,
compared to 17 in the placebo group.

4.2 Pre-processing of the microRNA data

Before the analyses are performed, the read counts are normalized and filtered. The pre-
processing is performed in R and normalization is performed using the edgeR and limma pack-
ages in R (Robinson, McCarthy et al. 2010; Smyth 2004).

4.2.1 CPM Normalization

Normalization is an essential step in expression analysis and is used to ensure that technical
bias has minimal impact on the results. Since higher sequencing depth lead to higher read
counts, we scale the values to account for possibly varying sequencing depths. This is done by
transforming the read counts to counts per million (cpm), as is suggested by Law et al. (2014).
Let ri, j be the read count of miRNA i in breast milk sample j. The total number of mapped
reads for sample j is

R j =
M
∑

i=1

ri, j ,

where M is the number of miRNAs. This is also known as the library size of sample j. In
addition, the log2 transformation is commonly used on the cpm values to deal with skewed
data. We define the log counts per million for each count as

yi, j = log

�

ri, j + 0.5

R j + 1.0
106

�

. (4.1)

The counts are added a value of 0.5 to avoid taking log of zero. The library size is offset by
one to make sure the denominator of the fraction in expression (4.1) is greater than zero, but
also to make sure the fraction is strictly less than one.
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4.2.2 TMM Normalization

Robinson and Oshlack (2010) introduce the trimmed mean of M-values (TMM) normalization
and show that it dramatically improves result both in simulated and publicly available datasets.
This is also an empirical strategy where the aim is to reduce technical bias introduced by the
sequencing. However, it is often used in conjunction with cpm normalization as it corrects for
another form of bias.

The number of reads of a miRNA depends not only on the quantity of that miRNA in the
sample, but also on the quantity of other miRNAs. To see this, consider a hypothetical sample
with only two miRNAs, miR-1 and miR-2, and assume they are both expressed equally with
expression value 4. Consider another sample with the same two miRNAs plus two others, miR-
3 and miR-4. Also in this sample all miRNAs have the same true expression value of 4. So, the
true library size is 8 in the first sample and 16 in the second. If we sequence both samples
to the same sequencing depth, so that both samples get a library size of 8, the read count of
miR-1 and miR-2 would be 4 in the first sample. But in the second sample, we do not count
all miRNAs present. The expected number of reads for all the miRNAs in the second sample
is 2. We can scale by library size to cpm values, but this will still not show that there actually
was an equal amount of miR-1 and miR-2 in both samples. A correct normalization would
multiply the reads in the second sample by a factor of 2. TMM normalization tries to estimate
this scaling factor.

To compute the TMM normalization factors, the algorithm first specifies a reference sample.
We define two values M r

i, j and Ar
i, j for each miRNA i in each sample j as

M r
i, j = log2

�

yi, j/R j

yi,r/Rr

�

Ar
i, j =

1
2

log2

�

yi, j

R j

yi,r

Rr

�

for yi ̸= 0,

where r is the reference sample. For each sample, the M -values are trimmed by a total of 60%,
30% on each side. This leaves 40% of the M -values. The A-values are also trimmed, but only
by 5%. This leaves a set, I∗, containing up to 40% of the miRNAs. This set does not need to be
the same for all samples. Lastly, to compute the normalization factor for sample j, we take a
weighted mean of the remaining M -values. This is defined as

T M M r
j = exp

�
∑

i∈I∗ wr
i, jm

r
i, j

∑

i∈I∗ wr
i, j

�

where the weights are defined as

wr
i, j =

R j − yi, j

R j yi, j
+

Rr − yi,r

Rr yi,r
.

Additionally, in the implementation of this function in in the R package edgeR, the normal-
ization factors are scaled such that they multiply to one. This is, however, not mentioned by
Robinson and Oshlack (2010). The T M M -value for each sample is then used to scale the lib-
rary size, R j , to compute the effective libraray sizes. These are then used instead of the original
library sizes, when computing the cpm-values.

Using TMM normalization, we assume that the majority of miRNAs are not differentially
expressed. Simulation studies done by Robinson and Oshlack (2010) indicate that the method
is robust against deviations to this assumption until about 30% of miRNAs are differentially
expressed.
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4.2.3 Filtering

The dataset include many lowly expressed miRNAs, and some are not expressed at all in any
samples. MiRNAs with overall low cpm values give us little to no information, so these are
filtered out before starting the analysis. The reasoning behind filtering is based both on bio-
logical and statistical arguments (Chen et al. 2016). One reason is that a miRNA needs to be
expressed at least at some level to be biologically interesting. Another reason is that we allow
the mean variance relationship to be estimated more reliably by excluding low counts. Lastly,
by filtering we reduce the number of tests in an already large multiple hypotheses problem.
We filter based on the normalized cpm values in order to account for differences in library
sizes but before calculation of the M-values. The reason being that we want to remove low-
abundance miRNAs with unreliable M -values. In this thesis, we use a filtering procedure such
that only miRNAs with a cpm value larger than 1 in at least 10 samples are kept in the dataset.
After filtering, we are left with only 615 miRNAs.

This filter criteria still include many lowly expressed miRNAs. But since we wish to analyze
the effect of possible groups of miRNAs, they need not be as highly expressed to be biologically
interesting as when examining their individual effects. In the limma analysis we do, however,
analyze the effect of individual miRNAs, but as we are analyzing possible groups in the penal-
ized regression analysis we use the same filtering for both analyses.

The dataset originally included some miRNAs with identical sequences but which have
different names. These were given identical expression values during the RNA sequencing due
to the fact that it was not possible to tell them apart. To avoid having many replicates of the
same sequence, we join equal miRNAs sequences and give new names that reflect the merging.
An overview of this procedure along with the new names are shown in Figure A.1 in Appendix
A. This part of the pre-processing was also performed using R.

4.3 Data Exploration

In expression analysis it is common to use the log2 transformed cpm values. As mentioned,
this is due to the fact that the distribution of cpm values is believed to be skewed, and a log
transformation is used to shift the data. A histogram of the cpm values before and after a
log transformation is shown for two random miRNAs in Figure 4.1 and 4.2. For the miRNA
in Figure 4.1 the log transformation seem to transform the values of this miRNA to be more
symmetrical, however, for the miRNA in Figure 4.2 the log transform seem to have shifted the
values too far and the distribution now looks shifted the other way.

Histograms of sample means and sample variances of the miRNAs are shown in Figure
4.3. As seen in Figure 4.3 (a), most of the miRNAs in the dataset have a mean log cpm value
below 5 and the mean over all miRNAs is 4.7. The histogram in Figure 4.3 (b) shows that
most samples variances have a value between 0 and 2, and the mean of all sample variances is
0.69. However, there are some miRNAs with considerably higher variances than the rest, with
miR-142-5p having the highest variance at 5.5.

The library sizes of each sample are shown in Figure 4.4. We see from this plot that the
library sizes differ a lot between samples. This is likely due to differences in sampling depth
when analysing the samples, but may also be due to differences between mothers. This visu-
alizes the importance of accounting for sampling depth by scaling according to library sizes
in order to get comparable values of the expression. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section
3.4.2 the variance depends on the sequencing depth, as higher sequencing depth likely leads
to higher variance. The varying library sizes might suggest that estimating the variance for in-
dividual observations, as done in the voom method, will give better estimates than estimating
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Histograms showing the cpm values of let-7d-3p before and after a log transforma-
tion. The cpm values before a log transformation is shown in (a) and after a log transformation
in (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Histograms showing the cpm values of miR-135a-5p before and after a log trans-
formation. The cpm values before a log transformation is shown in (a) and after a log trans-
formation in (b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: A histogram of sample means of each miRNA is shown in (a) and a histogram
sample variances of each miRNA is shown in (b). The sample means and variances are com-
puted after pre-processing, and given as log cpm values.

Figure 4.4: Library size of all samples in the dataset. There is one sample collected from each
of the 60 mothers, 10 days postpartum. The library size is the total amount of miRNAs in a
breast milk sample.
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(a) The 20 most abundant miRNAs in the
data set.
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Figure 4.5: Boxplot of read count values of the 20 most abundant miRNAs in the dataset.
The lower and upper hinges correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles. The upper whisker
extends from the hinge to the largest value no further than 1.5 times the inter-quartile range.

the variance only for each miRNA, as done in the limma-trend method. Thus, advocating for
using voom instead of limma-trend to analyze these data.

Boxplots of the 20 most abundant miRNAs are shown in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.5 the box
of each miRNA are separated by probiotic and placebo supplement.

Figure 4.6: Standard deviation of the log cpm value of each miRNA plotted against the mean
log cpm value.

The mean variance relationship of the log cpm values are shown in Figure 4.6. The standard
deviation of each miRNA is plotted against its mean value. We notice that for mean log cpm
values larger than 3 the trend appears descending as we would expect since we are using a log
transformation. However, for miRNAs with a mean log cpm value smaller than 3 then trend
does not behave as we would expect. This have been suggested to be a sign that we should have
filtered out more of the lowly expressed miRNAs, because the variance can not be estimated
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well in these cases. This might be due to the fact that the expression level of these miRNAs are
low inn all samples, and likely zero in many samples, thus it is hard to capture their variance.
This might lead to the variance of individual of individual observations estimated by voom,
being too small for low count values.
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Chapter 5

Application of Statistical Methods to
Data

In this chapter we present the data analysis plan used to approach the research question. As
mentioned, previous papers have established a risk reduction in children developing AD when
mothers were given a probiotic supplement before birth and while breastfeeding, compared to
mothers given a placebo. We are interested in examining if miRNAs in breast milk at 10 days
postpartum are possible contributors to this risk reduction. This research question is handled
using two separate analyses. In the first analysis we are investigating if probiotics given to
mothers before and after giving birth affect the miRNA profile in breast milk. We do this by
examining whether any miRNAs are differentially expressed between mothers given probiotics
compared to placebo. This analysis is performed using voom. In the second analysis, we want
to examine if any miRNAs in the breast milk are associated with the children developing AD.
This is done by fitting an elastic net model to the data, with AD as the response variable and
miRNAs as the covariates. Before these two analyses, we perform an exploratory analysis of
the data using hierarchical clustering.

5.1 Clustering of all MicroRNAs

We use hierarchical clustering to cluster both the breast milk samples from the mothers (obser-
vations) and the miRNAs (variables). Most miRNAs have low read counts and the distribution
of the data is right skewed. Since both Euclidean and correlation based distances are sensitive
to skewness and might not work well for this type of data (Datta and Nettleton 2014). As seen
in Chapter 4, a log2 transformation somewhat reduces the skewness of the data and this will
make it more applicable for these methods. For this reason, the clustering is performed on the
log transformed cpm values. In addition, the log cpm values are centered to have a zero mean
and scaled to have a standard deviation of one. This scaling is done only by miRNAs and not
by samples. A detailed explanation of why scaling by miRNAs is necessary for Euclidean and
correlation based distances is provided in Appendix A.

Three different clustering approaches are explored, all using the same link function but
different dissimilarity measures. In all three approaches, we use the Ward linkage function as
this linkage has been shown to perform well for gene clustering and significantly better than
other linkages for clusters with nearly equal sample sizes (Freyhult et al. 2010; Y. Zhao et al.
2021).

We perform hierarchical clustering with two different correlation based distances, one us-
ing the absolute correlation and one using the correlation. These distances are defined as in
Expression (3.2) and (3.1) respectively. When clustering using the absolute correlation based
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distance, miRNAs that are highly positively correlated and highly negatively correlated will
be clustered together. We do not know how the probiotic possibly affects the miRNAs; we
may think it works by down-regulating some while up-regulating others. Thus, the absolute
correlation distance might be useful. However, using a correlation distance can also be ad-
vantageous, as it might be easier to group only positively correlated miRNAs. The reason this
might be easier is that more noise might be introduced when using absolute correlation due
to the fact that both positive and negative miRNAs are considered similar.

For both approaches, we create heatmaps and annotate the samples by probiotic supple-
ment, history of maternal atopy and AD. This is done to obtain a visualization of clustering by
any of these characteristics.

Additionally, we include a clustering approach using the Euclidean distance for complete-
ness. The analysis is otherwise the same as the one described for the correlation based dis-
tances.

5.2 Analysis of the Probiotics Effect on MicroRNAs

In this section, we define the linear model to be used in the voom analysis. In this analysis we
examine the effect of the probiotic supplement on miRNAs expression in breast milk.

5.2.1 The Multiple Linear Regression Model

We first define a linear model which is fitted to each miRNA. Since the samples in the dataset
were not randomly selected, but based on some selection criteria as described in Chapter
4, we chose to adjust for AD. This is done by including AD as a covariate in the model. An
interaction term between AD and probiotic supplement could also be included, but as seen in
the previous analysis in the project thesis, this did not appear to be necessary (Omdal 2021).
Maternal atopy or allergy have been shown to change the composition of factors in breast milk
(Munblit et al. 2015). Thus, we choose to include maternal atopy as a binary covariate in the
model. Furthermore, the gender of the child could also influence the expression of miRNAs in
breast milk. The study by Xi et al. (2016) found that miRNA-30b and miRNA-378 were higher
in the colostrum (breast milk the first 1-5 days after birth) received by girls than received by
boys. Thus we also include gender as a covariate. We define the linear regression model as

yi, j = xT
j β i + ϵi, j (5.1)

= βi,0 + x j,pβi,1 + x j,adβi,2 + x j,matatop yβi,3 + x j,genderβi,4 + ϵi, j , (5.2)

where yi, j is the log cpm value of miRNA i from sample j, x j,p is a binary covariate equal to
one if sample j is from a mother given the probiotic supplement and zero if she was given the
placebo supplement. The covariate x j,ad is binary and equal to one if the child from sample j
had developed AD after 2 years and zero if not. The covariate x j,matatop y is binary and equal to
one if the mother from sample j has a history of atopy and zero if not. The covariate x j,gender
is binary and equal to one if the child from sample j is a boy and zero if it is a girl. This linear
model is fitted to each miRNA using the limma package in R.

Additionally, we fit a linear model without the maternal atopy and gender covariates for
comparison.

Because of the varying library sizes between samples in the dataset, we believe that the
voom method has an advantage over limma-trend and use only voom to perform the analysis.
Using the function voom() in the limma package, the mean-variance trend is estimated as
explained in Section 3.4.2. This is done using the raw read counts and not the log cpm nor-
malized values. Normalization is done internally in the function. Using the estimated trend,
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voom precision weights are calculated and used as input into the original limma pipeline along
with the log cpm values. For each covariate, we obtain the log fold change between the two
conditions and the corresponding p-value and adjusted p-value of that estimated coefficient.
We are only interested in the differential expression between the probiotic and placebo group.
To account for testing 605 hypotheses simultaneously, we consider the BH adjusted p-values
to control the FDR. We set the threshold, or cut off value, of the adjusted p-values to be 0.1 as
was done by Simpson et al. (2015) when analysing the samples collected 3 month postpartum.

5.2.2 Clustering the top 20 MicroRNAs

After performing the voom analysis we rank the miRNAs according to the p-value. We pro-
ceed with further analysis on the 20 top ranked miRNAs by creating heatmaps that include
only these miRNAs. We replicate the clustering analysis described in 5.1, including all three
clustering approaches.

5.3 Analysis of MicroRNAs Association with Development of AD

In this section, we describe the methods used in the second part of the analysis. This analysis
is separate from the voom analysis. In this part of the analysis, we want to examine whether
there are any miRNAs in the breast milk that are associated with the child developing AD. We
hypothesize that miRNAs in breast milk cooperate, when consumed by the children, to reduce
the risk of developing AD. Thus, we want to identify miRNAs associated with AD in a way
such that that highly correlated miRNAs are either included or not together. To do this we use
a logistic elastic net model with AD as the response variable and the miRNAs as covariates.
The aim is to utilize the variable selection property of elastic net to select all miRNAs with an
association to the child developing AD.

We present two cross-validation procedures for selecting the α and λ parameters in the
elastic net model. We also present a way of estimating confidence intervals of the elastic net
coefficients using bootstrapping.

5.3.1 Penalized Regression Model

In the penalized logistic regression model we let AD be the response variable. As in the first
analysis, this a binary categorical covariate, defined as

y =

¨

1 if the child had developed AD after 2 years

0 if the child had not developed AD after 2 years.

We let the cpm normalized expression values of the 605 miRNAs be included as covariates.
We argue that including covariates for the mothers history of atopy and gender of the child
might be needed in this analysis as well. As mentioned, the gender of the child and history
of atopy of the mother might influence the miRNAs expression. Additionally, both of these
factors affect the probability that a child develops AD. Thus, we can argue that this should be
included in the model to reduce noise, but also to adjust for possible confounding. By including
them using dummy variable encoding, one of the levels is included in the intercept. As we
usually do not shrink the intercept, this would lead to only shrinking one of the levels. To allow
shrinkage of both levels, we create an extended design matrix using one hot encoding. This
would in the regular linear regression case be problematic as it would lead to an unidentifiable
model. The covariate matrix would no longer have full rank and thus the solution (estimated
coefficient vector) would no longer be unique. However, as we use penalized regression this is
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not a problem and we get a unique solution for the coefficient vector. We include one binary
covariate for girl and one for boy. In the same way we include one binary covariate for the
mother having a history of atopy and one for no history of atopy. The resulting model has a
total of 609 covariates and one intercept. For the generalized linear model we let the linear
predictor be defined as

η= β0 + xT
miRNAsβmiRNAs + xT

basisβ basis,

where

xbasis = [xmaternalAtop y , xnoMaternalAtop y , x f emale, xmale]
T

are the demographic and clinical covariates and xmiRNAs is a vector of covariates containing all
605 miRNAs. The coefficients βmiRNA and β basis are the corresponding unknown coefficient
vectors.

To connect the mean of the response variable to the linear predictor we use the logit link
function such that

g(π) = log
� π

1−π

�

= η.

The elastic net minimization problem becomes

min
(β0,β)∈R610

[− ln L(β0,β) +λPα(β)] ,

where

β = [βmiRNAs,β basis]
T

and

Pα(β) = (1−α)
1
2
||β ||2L2

+α||β ||L1
.

Prior to fitting the model and estimating the coefficients we standardize the covariates.
Zwiener et al. (2014) suggest that standardizing, especially scaling the miRNAs to have equal
variances, is an important step when analyzing RNA-seq data using regularized regression.
The elastic net is implemented in the glmnet package in R, and we use this package to fit the
model to the data.

5.3.2 Nested Cross-Validation

When using an elastic net model we need to specify both the α and the λ parameter. As seen
from the theory presented in Section 3.5, both parameters influence the level of penalization.
The λ parameter is usually determined using CV, and this procedure is implemented in the
glmnet package. However, there is no standard procedure for choosing α. One approach is
to determine the α value based results from previous studies with a similar aim. Thus, just
choosing a value without using the data. Another popular method is to perform CV of λ for a
grid of α values, and choosing the (α,λ)-pair that results in smallest CV error. However, with
this method, we cannot use the one-standard error rule. In addition, the results are dependent
on the splitting of the data into folds and minor changes in these folds can lead to great
variations in the CV error. Thus, the chosen parameters may vary a lot for different splits.

We propose a way to use CV to determine both α and λ and we will refer to this method as
nested CV. Using this method we reduce the variation introduced by the splitting of the data.
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Additionally, it is possible to use the one standard error rule. The proposed method is inspired
by Wang et al. (2007), He et al. (2020) and Brownless (2020).

Choosing the α parameter can be seen as a form of model selection. This is because when
choosing α we are choosing between lasso, ridge and everything in between. The nested CV
algorithm has an outer loop for choosing α, and an inner loop finding the corresponding best
λ. Thus, we can think of the nested CV as having an outer loop for model selection and an
inner loop for parameter tuning. However, the nested CV is only used to find and optimal α
value. Outside the nested CV, this α value is used in a new CV to determine the best λ for this
α using the whole dataset. The reason we run a new CV is that when determining λ inside the
nested CV we are not able to use the entire dataset, as is explained below. The outer and inner
folds are determined as shown in Algorithm 2.

The nested CV algorithm is explained in detail in algorithm 3, but we give an overview
of it here. For each α, we divide the observations into the same k = 10 folds. As in regular
k-fold CV, each fold is used as a test set once. Consider the case where fold i is used as the
test fold when evaluating α = a. Then, as in regular CV the rest of the folds are used for
training. We split this training set into 10 inner folds. Using α = a we perform regular CV
using the function cv.glmnet() to choose the best λ for α = a. After finding the best lambda,
either by using λ corresponding to the smallest deviance or using the one standard error rule,
this model is evaluated on the outer test set by calculating the binomial deviance. This way the
model with α = a and the chosen λ can be evaluated on unseen data. Then, this is repeated,
letting each of the outer folds be the test set once. After the outer CV, we can compute the
mean CV-error for α = a. This process is repeated for each α. We then compare the CV-error
of all α values, and choose the smallest one. Using this chosen α and all the data available, we
perform a new CV to determine the best λ. We do not set aside any data for a test set, as we
are not really interested in prediction in this thesis, only variable selection, and want to use as
much as possible of the limited data for this purpose.

Algorithm 2: Create.CV.folds
Input : Number of observations n, number of folds N
F ← [1,2, . . . , N]T /* Create vector of numbers from 1 to N */
T ← ceiling(n/N) /* Find smallest integer ≥ n/N */
Frep← F repeated T times /* Repeat F, T times */
Frep← Frep[1 : n] /* Get n fold ID’s */
Fid ← shuffle Frep /* Get fold ID’s in random order */
Output: Fid vector of fold ID’s

In this analysis we perform nested CV once where we chose the λ corresponding to the
smallest deviance and once where we use the one standard error rule. We will refer to these
two approaches as nested CV with λmin and nested CV with λ1SE . For both approaches, we
use 10 inner and 10 outer folds. We define the sequence of α values as 19 values from 0.1 to
1 incremented by 0.05. Thus, including lasso but not ridge regression as we want to perform
variable selection and are certain that not all covariates are relevant.

5.3.3 Repeated Cross-Validation

Repeated CV is the other method we use to choose α and λ. This is based on the common way
of performing CV of an elastic net model, by performing CV over a grid of λ and α values. But
instead of only doing this CV once, the CV and the splitting into folds is repeated 10 times.

We use the same sequence of α values as defined for the the nested CV. The λ sequence is
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Algorithm 3: Nested Cross-Validation
Input : Model matrix X, Response variable y, α-sequence αseq, number of folds in

inner loop kinner , number of folds in outer loop kouter , lambda type λ-type
(either choosing λ with minimum deviance or choosing λ using the one
standard deviation rule)

nobs← number of rows in X /* Get number of observations */
Fid,outer ← Create.CV.folds(nobs, kouter) /* Define outer folds */
Initialize Fid,inner /* Matrix to store inner fold id’s for each outer fold
*/

for k← 1 to kouter do /* For each outer fold, define the inner folds */

nobs,k← number of rows in X[Fid,outer = k, ]
Fid,inner,k← Create.CV.folds(nobs,k, kinner) /* Define k’th inner folds */
Fid,inner[, k]← Fid,inner,k /* Store k’th inner folds in matrix */

end
CVer ror ← ; /* Vector to store CV errors for each α */
foreach α ∈ αseq do

Dev← 0 /* Used to compute CV error */
for k← 1 to kouter do

Xt rain,outer ,yt rain,outer ← X[Fid,outer ̸= k, ],y[Fid,outer ̸= k]
Xtest,outer ,ytest,outer ← X[Fid,outer = k, ],y[Fid,outer = k]
cv-fit← cv.glmnet(Xt rain,outer ,yt rain,outer,k,Fid,inner ,α,λ-type ) /* Use
cv.glmnet function to decide λ */
λbest ← best λ from cv-fit /* Either λmin or λ1SE */
model-fitk ← elastic net model with α and λbest
Predk← predict(Xtest,outer , model-fitk) /* Predict on test set using the
chosen model */

Devk← compute-deviance(Predk, ytest,outer)
Dev← Dev + Devk/nobs,k /* Divide by number of observations in test
set */

end
CVerror,α← Dev/k.outer
CVerror← CVerror∪ CVerror,α

end
αbest ← α with smallest CVerror
cv-fit← cv.glmnet(X,y, kouter ,αbest ,λ-type ) /* Use cv.glmnet function to
decide λ */
λbest ← λ from cv-fit /* Either λmin or λ1SE */
model-fit← elastic net model with αbest and λbest
Output: model-fit, αbest ,λbest
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defined as 200 values equally spread out from exp(1) to exp(−5). We let the number of folds
in the k-fold CV be 10, and the number of repetitions also be 10.

Algorithm 4: Repeated Cross-Validation
Input Model matrix X, Response variable y, λseq sequence, αseq sequence, number

of repetitions N , number of folds k
nobs← number of rows in X
Initialize Fid /* Matrix to store fold id’s for each repetition */
for i← 1 to N do

Fid,i ← Create.CV.folds(nobs, k) /* Define folds for i’th repetition */
Fid[, i]← Fid,i

end
for i← 1 to N do

foreach α ∈ A do
cv-fit← cv.glmnet(X,y,Fid[, i],α,λseq) /* Use cv.glmnet() to calculate
CV error of current α and all λ ∈ λseq */

for λ ∈ λseq do
CVer ror,i,λ,α← CVer ror from cv-fit /* Store CV error from λ,α in
repetition i */

end
end

end
foreach λ,α pair do

mean.CVer ror,λ,α←
∑10

i=1 CVer ror,i,λ,α /* Calculate mean CV error over the
repetitions */

end
λbest ,αbest ← λ,α pair with smallest mean.CVer ror,λ,α
model-fit← elastic net model with λbest ,αbest
Output: model-fit, αbest ,λbest

In the repeated CV method, a regular CV is performed for each (α,λ)-pair. In this way we
can compute a CV error for all 200× 19 possible combinations. This CV is then repeated 10
times. We are left with 10 CV errors for each (α,λ)-pair. By averaging over these 10 errors, we
get a mean CV error for each pair. When comparing these mean CV errors, we choose the pair
with the smallest error. This creates a more robust procedure compared to only performing CV
over the grid of pairs once. In contrast to the proposed nested CV, this method treats α and
λ equally. However, using repeated CV, we cannot use the one standard deviation rule. The
repeated CV algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4.

We compare the results of the nested CV and the repeated CV. We will continue to compare
the performance of the nested CV and the repeated CV when using bootstrapping. However,
since the nested CV method has yet to be tested, we only include the results to compare this
method to the repeated CV. For the analysis of the breast milk samples we consider the estim-
ated coefficients of the model with model parameters chosen by the repeated CV.

5.3.4 Inference Using The Bootstrap

In order to estimate the uncertainty of the coefficient estimates, β̂ , we compute confidence
intervals. As we are not able to calculate confidence intervals analytically when using the
elastic net, we aim to estimate them using the bootstrap.
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We let the number of bootstrap samples be B = 1000. For each b ∈ B, we sample 60
observations at random with replacement from the mother-child pairs in the original dataset.
This creates 1000 pseudo-dataset. For each pseudo-dataset, X ∗, we use the repeated CV and
the nested CV algorithm to choose the value of the model parameters and fit the chosen elastic
net model, as specified in 5.3.1. The model and its coefficient values are stored for all 1000
bootstrap datasets.

To summarize the result of the bootstrapping we create a barplot showing the proportion
of times each covariate was included in the model (their coefficient was not set to zero). As
we cannot include all 607 covariates in this plot, we only include those with a bootstrap coef-
ficient estimate not equal to zero in at least 500 (50%) of the bootstrap samples. Additionally,
we create a boxplot of the bootstrap estimated coefficients values for these same covariates.
Bootstrapping is performed for both CV procedures for comparison of their selected parameters
and how the parameters affect the estimated coefficients.

As the percentile method does not account for the coefficient estimates being biased, we
aim to estimate confidence intervals of the coefficients using the BCa method. When construct-
ing the confidence intervals based on bootstrapping, we include the whole model selection
procedure, thus including the CV to choose the parameters α and λ and the shrinking of the
coefficients. Therefore, the confidence intervals reflect the variability of the entire variable
selection procedure. The confidence intervals are constructed as described in Section 3.6.2.
However, some alterations are made to the BCa method to make it more applicable to the
elastic net model. The calculation of the bias correction factor is modified. In Section 3.6.2
we present two very similar ways of calculating the bias correction factor. The only difference
between the two is that one only counts bootstrap estimates smaller than the original estim-
ate, while the other also counts those that are equal to the original estimate. In most cases,
these two methods will create identical confidence intervals. However, we argue that since the
elastic net shrinks the coefficients towards zero, these two methods may differ substantially.
The reason is that for coefficients with β̂ = 0, many of the bootstrap estimates will likely also
be zero. To illustrate this, imagine that the true, but unknown, parameter of interest is β = 0.
Let the estimate from the original dataset be β̂ = 0 and assume that most of the bootstrap
estimates also are zero, with the remaining being either positive or negative. Then, if we only
count the number of bootstrap estimates smaller than zero, we would get that the bias cor-
rection estimate would be large and negative, when we intuitively would believe it should be
close to zero. Similarly, if we count the number of bootstrap estimates smaller than or equal
to zero, the bias correction estimate would be large and positive. However, with the alteration
presented in this thesis, we would get that the bias is close to zero.

The alteration can be seen as an average of the two bias estimates presented in Section
3.6.2. We estimate the bias as

ẑ0 = Φ
−1





#{β̂∗b < β̂}+
#{β̂∗b=β̂}

2

B



 . (5.3)

The bias correction factors presented in Section 3.6.2 and the bias correction factor in Expres-
sion (5.3) will likely be identical for cases where β̂ ̸= 0, as the count #{β̂∗b = β̂} then should
be zero (due to the estimates being continuous and not likely to be repeated when they are
different from zero).

In addition to the modification described above, we introduce another small alteration
to avoid numerical computation issues. If the numerator in the inverse cumulative normal
function of Expression (5.3) is zero, we let the numerator be equal to some small number,
0.001, to avoid ẑ0 being set to negative infinity. However, this modification should rarely be
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necessary due to the first alteration fixing the issue of very negative bias estimates for cases
with many or all repeated values.

We perform the bootstrapping and implement the accelerated bias-corrected method for
estimating confidence intervals in R. We estimate 95% confidence intervals of all coefficients
included in the chosen elastic net model. For ease in the presentation of the results we only
include the estimates of coefficients included in at least 500 out of the 1000 bootstrap samples.
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Chapter 6

Results

In this chapter we present the results of the two analyses described in the previous chapter;
the probiotics effect on miRNAs and miRNAs association with AD. Before the results of these
analyses are presented, we present the result of the exploratory clustering analysis.

6.1 Clustering All MicroRNAs

Here we present the result of the hierarchical clustering approaches described in Section 5.1.
Dendrograms and heatmap from hierarchical clustering using the Ward linkage function

and the correlation based distance are shown in Figure 6.1. In this and all the following heat-
maps, the sample dendrograms are shown at the top, and the miRNA dendrogram vertically
on the left. The samples are annotated with information about each sample shown below
the dendrogram. This is information about the supplement given to the mother, her history
of dermatitis, and if the child developed atopic dermatitis. By inspecting the sample dendro-
gram, clustering into 5 groups seem reasonable. We notice that there is no clear grouping of
the samples that can be easily explained by the annotated variables. When considering the
miRNA dendrogram, the branches are very short at the bottom and longer at the top. There
is one group with a particularly long branch compared to the others located at the top of the
miRNA dendrogram. As we can see from the heatmap, all miRNAs in this group are highly
expressed in the second sample group, counting from the left. There are a total of 62 miRNAs
in the mentioned cluster, and 6 samples in the sample group where they have high expression
values. Of these 6 samples, 5 children did not develop AD. In the one sample where the child
developed AD, the mother had a history of AD and received the placebo.

Dendrograms and heatmap from hierarchical clustering using the Ward linkage function
and the absolute correlation based distance are shown in Figure 6.2. The dendrogram of the
samples shows a possible cluster containing 6 samples with a longer branch in the middle.
These are the same samples that showed a similar pattern in the previous heatmap. The
miRNAs show possible natural grouping into 4, 5 or 6 groups. For all three choices of the
number of clusters, one cluster is much larger than the rest.

Dendrograms and heatmap from hierarchical clustering using the Ward linkage function
and Euclidean distance are given in Figure A.3 in Appendix A. We will discuss the clusters and
heatmaps in more detail after presenting the results from the two main analyses.
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Figure 6.1: Heatmap with dendrograms of the hierarchical clustering of the log cpm values
scaled by row. The samples are given by the columns and the miRNAs by the rows. Clustering
is done using 1− correlation as dissimilarity measure and the Ward linkage function. Each
sample is annotated by three variables; the supplement given to the mother, her history of
dermatitis, and if the child developed dermatitis.
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Figure 6.2: Heatmap with dendrograms of the hierarchical clustering of the log cpm values
scaled by row. The samples are given by the columns and the miRNAs by the rows. Clustering
is done using 1 − |correlation| as dissimilarity measure and the Ward linkage function. Each
sample is annotated by three variables; the supplement given to the mother, her history of
dermatitis, and if the child developed dermatitis.
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6.2 Probiotics Effect on MicroRNAs

In this section we present the results of the analysis testing for differential expression of any
miRNAs between the probiotic and placebo breast milk samples. We first present the results of
the voom analysis and rank the miRNAs by p-value, then we present the results of the cluster
analysis considering only these miRNAs.

6.2.1 Differentially Expressed MicroRNAs

The probiotic supplement is significantly associated with differential expression of only one
miRNA, miR-577. The probiotic coefficient in the linear model for this miRNA have a raw
p-value of 1.942 exp−5 and adjusted p-value of 1.174 exp−2. The log fold change between
the two groups of this miRNA is −2.067. The miRNA miR-323a-3p also have a low adjusted
p-value of 0.154. These results and an overview of the top 20 miRNAs, ranked by p-value, is
shown in Table 6.1. An overview of the top 50 miRNAs is given in Table A.2 in Appendix A.

A total of 47 miRNAs have a raw p-value below 0.05 but apart from the two previously
mentioned they all have an adjusted p-value above 0.4. All of the 20 miRNAs have an average
log expression value between 2 and 5. As seen in Chapter 4, this is the range where the mean
of most miRNAs lies.

miRNA log2 FC Average log cpm value p-value adj. p-value
miR-577 -2.067 -4.606 0.000 0.012
miR-323a-3p 1.072 3.657 0.001 0.154
let-7e-3p -0.990 -3.200 0.002 0.405
miR-2116-5p 0.887 3.053 0.003 0.405
miR-200c-5p -0.922 -3.000 0.004 0.405
miR-517a/b-3p -1.388 -2.980 0.004 0.405
miR-4668-5p 0.750 2.928 0.005 0.405
miR-33b-3p 1.037 2.816 0.006 0.486
miR-383-5p 0.858 2.766 0.007 0.495
miR-519a-5p -1.238 -2.702 0.009 0.516
miR-199a/b-3p -0.553 -2.607 0.011 0.516
miR-6516-5p 0.953 2.581 0.012 0.516
miR-582-3p -1.105 -2.555 0.013 0.516
miR-378c -0.336 -2.554 0.013 0.516
miR-34a-5p -0.593 -2.516 0.014 0.516
miR-374b-3p -0.526 -2.515 0.014 0.516
miR-3177-3p 0.775 2.466 0.016 0.516
miR-550a-3-5p 0.891 2.438 0.017 0.516
miR-3605-3p 0.855 2.425 0.018 0.516
miR-548ai 0.831 2.418 0.018 0.516

Table 6.1: Top 20 miRNAs ranked by p-value. The estimated log2 fold change between the
probiotic and placebo group is given in the log2 FC column and average log cpm value is the
mean log cpm value over all samples. The adjusted p-values are computed using the Benjamini
and Hochberg method for controlling the FDR.

The estimated mean variance trend is shown in 6.3. In the same figure is the square root of
the residual standard deviation for each miRNA after fitting the linear model to each miRNA is
plotted against the converted mean log2 count. Note that this is not the same plot as in Figure
4.6 in Chapter 4 where we plot the square root of the standard deviation of the log cpm values
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Figure 6.3: The square root of the residual standard deviation for each miRNA after fitting the
linear model to each miRNA is plotted against the converted mean log2 count. Also shown as a
red solid line is the estimated mean-variance trend using in the voom method. The dotted blue
line is the 4’th root of the estimated prior by limma. As this is just a number, it is shown as a
horizontal line.

of each miRNA against the mean log cpm value, but they show the same relationship between
the mean and the variance of the expression values.

The results of the voom analysis when not including the maternal atopy and gender cov-
ariates in the model is given in Table A.1 in Appendix A. This smaller linear model rank some
of the top 20 miRNAs in a different order, and include 6 different miRNAs in the top 20. How-
ever, miR-577 has a adjusted p-value below 0.1 when using both models. The three miRNAs;
miR-577, miR-323a-3p and let-7e-3p are ranked highest by both models.

6.2.2 Clustering the top 20 MicroRNAs

The same clustering approach as the one performed on all 605 miRNAs is performed using only
these 20 selected miRNAs. The dendrograms and heatmaps of hierarchical clustering using the
correlation based and the absolute correlation based distances are shown in Figures 6.5 and
6.4. Since these heatmaps include considerably fewer miRNAs, the names of the miRNAs are
also included in the plot. Using absolute correlation we do not see any apparent clustering of
the samples that can be explained by the annotated characteristics. However, when performing
clustering using the correlation based distance the samples seem to be clustered into two
groups by supplement. The sample group on the left of the dendrogram in Figure 6.5 contains
mainly samples where the mothers were given the probiotic supplement and the sample group
on the right contains mainly samples where the mothers were given the placebo. Viewing both
the heatmap and the dendrograms, it seems that there are also two miRNA groups. Most of
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Figure 6.4: Heatmap with dendrograms of the hierarchical clustering of the log cpm values
of the top 20 miRNAs from voom analysis. The samples are given by the columns and the
miRNAs by the rows, and the data is scaled by row before clustering. Clustering is done using
1−correlation as dissimilarity measure and the Ward linkage function. Each sample is annotated
by three variables; the supplement given to the mother, her history of dermatitis, and if the child
developed dermatitis.
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Figure 6.5: Heatmap with dendrograms of the hierarchical clustering of the log cpm values of
the top 20 miRNAs from voom analysis. The samples are given by the columns and the miRNAs
by the rows, and the data is scaled by row before clustering. Clustering is done using 1 −
|correlation| as dissimilarity measure and the Ward linkage function. Each sample is annotated
by three variables; the supplement given to the mother, her history of dermatitis, and if the
child developed dermatitis.

the miRNAs in the upper group are down-regulated in the left sample group and up-regulated
in the right sample group. For the miRNAs in the group at the bottom, some seem to be highly
up-regulated for the left sample group and down-regulated in the right sample group.

The heatmap resulting from the clustering using the Euclidean distance is shown in Figure
A.4 in Appendix A.

6.3 MicroRNAs Associated with Development of AD

To find miRNAs in the breast milk that are possibly associated with AD an elastic net model is
used to perform variable selection. We first present the results of the two CV approaches for
choosing α and λ in the elastic net model and the resulting models with the selected miRNAs.
Then, we present the results of the bootstrapping, compare the two CV methods and present
the estimated confidence intervals.

6.3.1 Nested Cross-Validation

The nested CV method with λ1SE chooses α= 0.10 and λ= 1.61 as the best model parameters.
However, we note that the chosen α and λ vary noticeably for different seeds. The coefficient
estimates of the resulting elastic net model are given in Table 6.2. For comparison, the nested
CV method with λmin chooses α = 0.15 and λ = 0.42. The coefficient estimates of this model
are given in Table A.3 in Appendix A.
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Repeated CV Nested CV
Intercept -3.760 -0.012
miR-1266-5p 0.126 0
miR-140-3p -0.130 -0.008
miR-223-5p -0.010 0
miR-33a-5p -0.005 0
miR-342-3p 0.665 0.018
miR-3605-3p 0.288 0.011
miR-411-5p 0.006 0.007
miR-500a/b-5p 0.195 0
miR-524-5p 0.148 0.002
miR-570-5p -0.148 0
miR-625-3p -0.506 -0.034
miR-6515-5p -0.727 -0.015
miR-671-5p -0.050 0
matatopy 0.219 0.039
no Matatopy -0.234 -0.039

Table 6.2: Table presenting estimated model coefficients when using repeated CV and nested
CV for determining the model parameters α and λ of the elastic net model. The nested CV was
performed using the one standard error rule. Covariates with estimated coefficients equal to
zero in both models are not included in the table.

A unit increase in the log cpm value of any one of the miRNAs changes the odds of de-
veloping AD by a multiplicative factor of exp (β̂), where β̂ is the estimated coefficient of that
miRNA. We notice that that all coefficient estimates, when using the model parameters chosen
by the nested CV with λ1SE , are below 0.039 in absolute value and all of the miRNAs have coef-
ficients estimates equal to or below 0.034 in absolute value. MiRNA miR-625-3p is the miRNA
with the largest estimated coefficient in absolute value. This means that a unit increase in the
log cpm value of any one of these covariates increases the odds by a multiplicative factor no
greater than exp (0.018), which is approximately equal to 1.018, and decrease the odds by a
multiplicative factor no less than exp (−0.034), which is approximately equal to 0.967. In other
words, none of the miRNAs in this model are estimated to alone change the odds by more than
4% in any direction. We also notice that the two covariates for maternal atopy are included
in the model and their estimated coefficient values is very similar, indicating that the model
treats these two coefficients, which are 100% negatively correlated, almost equally. This is to
be expected when using an elastic net model with α= 0.1, meaning it is close to ridge regres-
sion. Ridge will favor treating them equally rather than letting one be zero and only including
the other. Generally speaking will β1−β2 = C give the same results for all combinations of β1
and β2 but the penalty term in ridge will be minimized for β1 = −β2. Additionally, we notice
that both gender covariates are set to zero.

The nested CV method with λ1SE and 10 inner and outer folds and the specified α sequence
takes on average 37.28 seconds.

6.3.2 Repeated Cross-Validation

The repeated CV method, using 10 folds and 10 repetitions, chooses the model parameters
α= 0.95 and λ= 0.10. For this method as well, the model parameters vary a lot for different
seeds. The coefficient estimates of the model using these parameters are given in Table 6.2.
Only coefficients of variables included in the chosen model by the nested CV or by the repeated
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CV are included in the table. We notice that the coefficient estimates of this model are gen-
erally larger in absolute value than in the model selected by nested CV. This is as expected as
the λ parameter has a smaller value in this model. The miRNA miR-6515-5p has the largest
coefficient value of −0.727, meaning a unit increase in the log cpm value of this miRNA is
estimated to decrease the odds of developing AD by a multiplicative factor of 0.483. In other
words, a unit increase in log cpm value of this miRNA is estimated to decrease the odds by
51.7%.

The repeated CV method using 10 folds, 10 repetitions, and the specified α and λ sequence
takes on average 56.50 seconds. This is 19.22 seconds longer than the nested CV algorithm.
One reason for the repeated CV algorithm being slower is that we specified the λ sequence to
contain 200 values. In the nested CV we utilize the cv.glmnet() function in the glmnet package in
R and this function chooses its own sequence of only 100 values of λ and adapts this sequence
separately for each fold. Adapting the sequences leads to better convergence. This is, however,
not possible for the repeated CV as we have to use the same λ sequence in all repetitions to
be able to compute the average CV error.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: Histogram of the selected α values of the elastic net model for 1000 bootstraped
datasets when using the nested CV in (a) and the repeated CV in (b).

6.3.3 Inference Using the Bootstrap

We perform paired bootstrapping and sample pseudo-datasets to perform inference of the
coefficients. This is done for both the nested CV and repeated CV. For each method, this creates
1000 model parameter pairs and 1000 bootstrap estimates of each coefficient. Histograms of
the chosen α values by the nested CV and the repeated CV, are shown in Figure 6.6 (a) and (b),
respectively. Both CV methods choose α= 0.1 most frequently, the nested CV more often than
the repeated CV. The repeated CV chooses α = 1, in other words a lasso model, more often
than the nested CV. Histograms of the chosen λ values are shown in Figure 6.7. The range of
chosen λ values is larger for the nested CV than for the repeated CV. For the repeated CV all λ
values lie between 0 and 0.4, however, for the nested CV the λ values are more evenly spread
out between 0 and 1 with even a few values above 1.5.

As we have not seen a nested CV used in this way to select model parameters of an elastic
net model in any other papers, we only consider the elastic net model using the repeated CV
for parameter selection in the rest of the analysis. That is, we end the comparison of the two
CV procedures here. All of the following results from the bootstrapping were obtained using
the repeated CV. However, the results of the bootstrapping using nested CV with λ1SE are given
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in Appendix A.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: Histogram of the selected λ values of the elastic net model for 1000 bootstraped
datasets when using the nested CV in (a) and the repeated CV in (b).

Figure 6.8: Barplot showing the proportion of times each coefficient was set to zero. The plot
only includes coefficients not set to zero in at least 50% of the bootstrap models.

The barplot in Figure 6.8 shows the proportion of times each coefficient is zero in the
bootstrap distribution. In this, and the next plots we only include variables selected (their
coefficient is not set to zero) in at least 50% of the bootstrap models. Of the 605 miRNAs, only
25 are selected in at least 50% of the bootstrap samples. The two maternal atopy coefficients
are also selected in at least 50% of the bootstrap estimated models. The intercept is always
included as this is not penalized.

A boxplot of 1000 bootstrap realizations of these coefficients obtained by the paired boot-
strap is shown in Figure 6.9. The intercept is not included in in this plot as its estimates are
much greater than the rest of the coefficients, and by including it we would not be able to
properly view the properties of the other coefficients.

Using the bootstrap estimates, we calculated the BCa confidence interval of the coefficients
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Figure 6.9: Boxplot of the estimated coefficient values of 1000 bootstrap datasets. The lower
and upper hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles (the 25th and 75th percentiles).
The whiskers extends from the hinge to the largest/smallest value at most 1.5 times the inter-
quartile range from the hinge. The values beyond the end of these whiskers are plotted as
individual points.
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included in more than 50% of the bootstrap models. The resulting confidence intervals are
shown in Figure 6.10.

The estimated confidence intervals, bias correction factor ẑ0, acceleration factor â and the
estimated percentiles for the selected variables and the intercept are given in Table 6.3. The
estimated confidence intervals of the five miRNAs miR-342-3p, miR-3605-3p,
miR-500a/b-5p, miR-625-3p and miR-6515-5p do not contain zero. The miRNA miR-3605-3p
was also among the top 20 miRNAs ranked by the voom analysis. We also notice that many of
the estimated confidence intervals have zero as their upper or lower limits. Only one of the
coefficients included in at least 50% of the bootstrap samples have an estimated confidence
interval which includes zero, but not as it upper or lower limit.

Figure 6.10: The estimated 95% confidence intervals of coefficients not set to zero in at least
50% of the bootstrap models. The confidence intervals are estimated using the modified bias-
corrected accelerated method.

If we return to the heatmap in Figure 6.1, we can examine how these miRNAs cluster.
We also want to investigate if the one differentially expressed miRNA from the analysis of the
probiotics, miR-577, is clustered together with any of the miRNAs form the AD analysis. We let
the clustering split the miRNAs into 11 groups, then miR-3605-3p, miR-6515-5p and miR-577
are grouped together, miR-342-3p and miR-625-3p are grouped together, and miR-500a/b-5p
is an separate group. Even if we chose to split into only 4 groups, these miRNAs are split in
the same way. None of these miRNAs are grouped into the cluster that we mentioned stands
out in the heatmap.
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β̂ Lower quantile Upper quantile z0 a ν1 ν2

Intercept -3.760 -25.727 27.235 0.235 0.019 0.076 0.994
miR-625-3p -0.506 -3.248 -0.151 -0.613 0.016 0.001 0.778
miR-6515-5p -0.727 -3.435 -0.255 -0.527 0.015 0.002 0.825
miR-3605-3p 0.289 0.017 1.900 0.356 -0.014 0.099 0.995
matatopy 0.219 0.000 0.769 -0.176 -0.066 0.004 0.922
no matatopy -0.234 -1.050 0.000 -0.030 -0.027 0.017 0.965
miR-342-3p 0.665 0.197 5.415 0.729 -0.016 0.299 1.000
miR-524-5p 0.148 0.000 1.207 0.361 -0.013 0.102 0.996
miR-500a/b-5p 0.195 0.049 1.881 0.852 -0.019 0.390 1.000
miR-411-5p 0.006 0.000 0.331 -0.589 -0.019 0.001 0.773
miR-671-5p -0.051 -0.273 0.000 0.108 0.017 0.046 0.988
miR-140-3p -0.130 -1.338 0.000 -0.745 0.006 0.000 0.684
miR-1266-5p 0.126 0.000 1.205 0.473 -0.009 0.151 0.998
miR-4668-5p 0 0.000 0.126 -0.896 -0.124 0.000 0.517
miR-33a-5p -0.006 -0.253 0.000 0.300 0.036 0.103 0.997
miR-664b-5p 0 0.000 0.061 -0.880 -0.081 0.000 0.545
miR-3614-3p 0 -0.085 0.000 0.878 0.091 0.457 1.000
miR-3178 0 0.000 0.062 -0.812 -0.085 0.000 0.593
miR-191-3p 0 -0.069 0.000 0.805 0.046 0.385 1.000
miR-20a-3p 0 0.000 0.053 -0.779 -0.049 0.000 0.632
miR-4780 0 0.000 0.066 -0.779 -0.152 0.000 0.588
miR-570-5p -0.148 -1.858 0.000 -0.863 0.038 0.000 0.611
miR-328-3p 0 0.000 0.052 -0.759 -0.118 0.000 0.615
miR-548l 0 -0.107 0.000 0.752 0.074 0.360 1.000
miR-4802-5p 0 -0.088 0.000 0.747 0.090 0.364 1.000
miR-548w 0 -0.039 0.115 -0.734 -0.109 0.000 0.636
miR-301b-3p 0 0.000 0.102 -0.718 -0.075 0.000 0.662
miR-223-5p -0.010 -0.144 0.000 -0.151 0.052 0.020 0.968

Table 6.3: Results of the accelerated bias-corrected confidence interval computation. The val-
ues in the column β̂ are the estimated coefficients of the elastic net model using α= 0.95 and
λ = 0.10. The factor z0 is the bias correction factor, a is the acceleration factor, ν1 and ν2 are
the corrected percentiles and the lower and upper quantile are the estimated confidence inter-
vals. Only confidence intervals of coefficients not set to zero in at least 50% of the bootstrap
models included. The coefficients are ordered by the number of times they where included in
a bootstrap model in a decreasing manner.
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Chapter 7

Discussion and conclusion

In this thesis, we have analyzed miRNAs as possible contributors to the risk reduction of AD
associated with perinatal probiotic ingestion. We chose to split the analysis into two separate
parts; one where we examined the probiotics effect on miRNAs and one where we searched
for miRNAs associated with AD development. As we believe that miRNAs cooperate, we also
performed a hierarchical clustering analysis to look for structures and groupings in the data.

We first discuss the analysis examining the effect of the probiotics and how the non-random
selection process might have affected this analysis. Secondly, we discuss the analysis of miRNAs
associated with AD and the validity of the confidence intervals. For both analyses, we discuss
the methods we used, how they can be improved upon, which miRNAs we found and how
these miRNAs were clustered.

7.1 Discussion of the Analysis of Probiotics Effect on MicroRNAs

In the first analysis, we chose a threshold for the adjusted p-values of 10%, as they also did in
the previous study analyzing the breast milk samples collected 3 months postpartum (Simpson
et al. 2015). Since this is more of an exploratory analysis, we have a higher tolerance for false
positives than the commonly used threshold of 5%. The probiotic supplement was significantly
associated with differential expression of only one miRNA, miR-577. The estimate of the log2
fold change corresponding to the effect of this miRNA was −2.067. In other words, the fold
change of the probiotic supplement with respect to the placebo is 0.239. As the fold change is
below 1, it means that for miR-577 the expression value is estimated to decrease when taking
the probiotic supplement. As we have included other covariates as well, this fold change is
the estimated change in expression value when taking a probiotic supplement compared to
a placebo when all other covariates are constant. In addition to the probiotic covariate, we
include AD, maternal atopy and gender as covariates. Thus, the fold change is the estimated
change in expression value between mothers given a probiotic supplement and mothers given
a placebo when the mothers have the same history of atopy, the gender of the child is the
same and the outcome of the AD is the same. As we do not include interactions between
probiotics and the other covariates, we implicitly assume that probiotics have the same effect
when conditioned on all combinations of gender, history of atopy and AD.

The miRNA miR-323a-3p also has a small adjusted p-value of 0.154 and we note that the
raw p-values of all the top 20 miRNAs are equal to or below 0.018. Although these were not
differentially expressed at an FDR threshold of 10% in this analysis, we cannot conclude that
they are not affected by the probiotic supplement. This is also the case for all the other miRNAs
considered in this thesis that had an adjusted p-value above 0.1. We cannot conclude that they
are not affected by the probiotics due to the fact that we are not proving the null hypothesis
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by not rejecting it. We thus chose to provide a ranking of the most important miRNAs in hope
that this will be useful for further analyses.

In the study by Simpson et al. (2015), also using limma but analyzing the samples collected
at 3 months, they found no conclusive evidence of differential expression between the probiotic
and placebo groups in any of the miRNAs they considered. They found that four miRNAs
had a raw p-value below 0.05, but none had an acceptable FDR. None of the miRNAs they
reported are included in the top 20 miRNAs from this analysis. These results might indicate
that probiotics affect miRNAs in the early stages of breastfeeding rather than in the later stages,
and we suggest that further analysis focuses on this period. However, we used a less strict
filtering procedure than Simpson et al. (2015), meaning we included more miRNAs with lower
expression values. We also notice that miR-577 have an average cpm expression value of 0.041
and this miRNA was likely not included in their analysis.

The plot in Figure 6.3 show the estimated mean-variance trend used to compute the preci-
sion weights. For comparison, the estimated prior, s2

0, calculated by the original limma method
is shown. The prior, s2

0, is the prior that would have been used for estimating the posterior
variance, if we had used the original limma for the analysis instead of voom. The greatest
difference between voom and limma is that limma use all miRNAs in the dataset to estimate
only one prior variance, equal for all miRNAs, while voom allows for estimation of variance
at the individual observation level. As seen in Figure 4.4 in Chapter 4, the library sizes in this
dataset vary between samples. The different library sizes might be due to differences between
the mothers or differences in sequencing depth of the samples. As seen in Figure 6.3, the vari-
ance depends on the count value. Thus, observations from mothers with a large library size,
will likely have a larger variance, as the counts from these mothers are likely larger for all
miRNAs. This highlights another advantage of voom over limma; voom estimates the precision
weights (inverse of the variances) on the raw read counts and not after normalization as done
in limma. As explained in Section 3.4.2, by estimating the variance after normalizing to cpm
values, information about which observations had a high count value before normalization is
lost and the estimated variance might not be as accurate.

The heatmap in Figure 6.5 appears to group the samples into a placebo and a probiotic
cluster. The miRNAs in the top cluster appear to be up-regulated in the probiotic group com-
pared to the placebo group. Furthermore, the miRNAs in the bottom cluster seem to be down-
regulated in the probiotic group compared to the placebo group. Note that since the miRNAs
are scaled, we cannot compare their values within one sample, i.e., we cannot state that the
miRNAs in the top cluster are up-regulated compared to the miRNAs in the bottom cluster.
The miRNA miR-577, which was found to be significantly differentially expressed between
the placebo and probiotic group, belongs to the top cluster. If miRNAs contribute to reducing
the risk of developing AD associated with a probiotic supplement, we believe that not only
one but multiple miRNAs must contribute. MiRNAs are small molecules, and even though one
miRNA can affect multiple genes, we believe they cooperate. Therefore, if the miRNAs are
truly affected by the probiotics, it is not likely that only miR-577 is affected. In this study, we
have a small sample size and an unfortunate selection procedure of samples. By providing a
ranking and clustering of the miRNAs, further analysis may only focus on these miRNAs and
thus reduce the number of tests.

The clustering with the absolute correlation based distance showed no signs of clustering
by the annotated variables. As clustering is an unsupervised method, it might not cluster into
the groups that are of interest. Also, we have no way of evaluating how well the clustering
performs. However, as we have previously mentioned in Section 5.1, the absolute correlation
might be more affected by noise in the data and this might be the reason why the correla-
tion based clustering can cluster by which supplement the mother received and the absolute
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correlation clustering is not.
Both edgeR and DESeq2 are methods often used to analyze RNA-seq data and could have

been used instead of voom in this analysis. In contrast to voom, they are based on the neg-
ative binomial distribution (Robinson, McCarthy et al. 2010; Love et al. 2014). DESeq2 uses
a normalization method called regularized log transformation, which is recommended before
cluster analysis. This method is an alternative to the cpm normalization used in limma and
edgeR. The regularized log transformation stabilizes the variances such that they become ap-
proximately homoscedastic. In the paper by Love et al. (2014), the authors state that by using
this transformation, we avoid spreading data for miRNAs with low count values such that
random noise does not dominate the meaningful signal. Using this transformation instead of
scaling the miRNAs to have equal variance might improve the cluster analysis. The reasoning of
why scaling (or using some transformation to stabilize the variance) is necessary is explained
in Figure A.2 in Appendix A.

In the paper by Soneson and Delorenzi (2013), they evaluated eleven methods for dif-
ferential expression analysis of RNA-seq data using both simulated and real RNA-seq data.
The authors concluded that methods combining a variance-stabilizing transformation with the
limma method performed well under many different conditions and were relatively unaffected
by outliers. Furthermore, they conclude that DESeq and EdgeR showed, overall similar accur-
acy with respect to gene ranking but that DESeq was often overly conservative, while EdgeR
often was too liberal. However, which method is best is highly dependent on the dataset.

7.2 The Non-Random Selection Process of Samples in the Dataset

The non-random selection process of the dataset may complicate this first analysis. This might
seem intuitive to some readers, but the reason is complex and difficult to describe in exact
terms. We will, however, in a structured manner, try to relay the arguments why. Consider
two cases; one where probiotics in fact impact miRNAs that affect the probability of the child
developing AD, and a second where probiotics do not affect any miRNAs or only affect miRNAs
not associated with AD.

In the first case, the selection process introduces some bias and makes it harder to detect
differentially expressed miRNAs between mothers receiving probiotics and mothers receiving
placebo. To illustrate this, consider a simplified example where a single gene’s expression level
solely determines the probability of developing AD. Let a high gene expression be equivalent
to a high probability and let this gene be affected by a single miRNA in the mother’s breast
milk. A high miRNA value will down-regulate the gene expression. Let there be two groups;
one in which the mothers ingest probiotics and one in which the mothers ingest a placebo.
Let the probiotics have a 50% chance of increasing the miRNA expression value such that the
probability of developing AD becomes zero and a 50% chance of not impacting the miRNA
expression value. Assume next that for each of the two groups, we select semi-randomly, 15
mother-child pairs where the child developed AD and 15 pairs where the child did not develop
AD. For the 15 breast milk samples where the mothers were given the probiotics and the
child developed AD, we know that the probiotics have not affected the miRNA expression. We
know this since it is impossible in this example to develop AD if the probiotic has affected
the miRNA expression. Thus, none of these 15 samples will contribute to proving that the
probiotics actually do affect the miRNA expression. Among the 15 samples without AD from the
probiotics group, we expect that the probiotics contributed to lowering the miRNA expression
value in more than half of the cases. The probiotics is expected to contribute in more than half
of the cases because the probiotics is expected to affect the miRNA in half of all samples and
we have deliberately selected samples from those that did not develop AD. Thus, on average
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more than half of the samples (more than 15/2) will provide information that probiotics affect
the miRNA value. However, the information might be drowned out by the more than 15 other
samples where the probiotic had no effect. Additional noise may also be introduced by the fact
that the fraction of AD in each of the groups is not kept the same.

In this example, we have observed that even though the specific selection procedure po-
tentially allows for discovery of differential expression, it makes it more challenging by over-
sampling cases where the probiotic had no effect. Of course, this was a simplified example,
but the same intuition applies to a lot of other situations as well, such as when the probiotic
supplement only increases the miRNAs expression by a bit instead of the stochastic and drastic
change in the example. The selection procedure may also introduce other sources of noise,
but having made our point we do not dwell on it further and accept that the selection process
introduces noise.

For the second case, where probiotics do not affect any miRNAs or only affect miRNAs not
associated with AD, the selection process should not introduce any additional bias. Thus, if
we knew this was the case, the selection procedure would not be a problem for the analysis.
However, the issue is that we have no way of knowing which case we are dealing with. Thus,
even if the second case is the truth and the analysis shows no differentially expressed genes, we
have, in addition to the uncertainty of any statistical experiment, the potential noise introduced
by the sampling procedure if case one were in fact true.

In this thesis, we try to adjust for the non-random selection procedure by adding AD as
a covariate in the linear model used in the analysis of the probiotics effect. This is, however,
not a perfect fix. It might compensate for some of the issues with the non-random selection,
but it also introduces some new issues. If probiotics do in fact affect the miRNAs that again
affect the probability of the child developing AD, then in the linear model the AD coefficient
might capture some of the information belonging to the probiotics coefficient, thus making
it less likely for the probiotics coefficient to be seen as statistically significant in the analysis.
Potentially, it might have been better to perform the analysis without adjusting for AD or if
we had known which of the samples were non-randomly chosen, to only adjust for those. This
information is, however, unfortunately not available to us.

In the previous paragraphs we have discussed the downsides of the non-random selection
method. However, due to RNA-seq being expensive, the selection criteria were deemed neces-
sary to ensure that they included enough samples from all four groups; AD and probiotic, AD
and placebo, no AD and probiotic, no AD and placebo.

7.3 Discussion of the Analysis of MicroRNAs Association with AD

In the second analysis, of miRNAs association with AD, we used elastic net to perform variable
selection. For this analysis we could have used the same limma analysis, and evaluate if AD was
associated with differential expression with any of the miRNAs. However, by using a multivari-
able analysis we could take into account the correlation and cooperation between miRNAs. In
the elastic net model, 13 miRNAs and the two maternal atopy covariates were selected. Ma-
ternal atopy and gender were included in the model to reduce noise and adjust for possible
confounding, so we are mainly interested in the selected miRNAs. To ensure that both levels
of the gender and maternal atopy covariates were penalized, an extended model matrix was
used. However, this still does not ensure that the two levels are shrunken equally or that they
are both included or excluded at the same time. The group lasso, introduced by Yuan and Lin
(2006), is often used for cases where we have covariates that should be included or excluded
together. However, we found no equivalent to this method for elastic net. As the goal was to
select all miRNAs associated with AD, also those highly correlated, lasso was not appropriate
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and neither was group lasso. Ma et al. (2007) propose a supervised group lasso approach that
takes into account the grouping structure of gene expression. They first divide the genes into
clusters using a clustering algorithm, and identify important genes withing each cluster using
lasso. Then, important clusters are selected using group lasso. They showed, using microarray
datasets, that the approach is capable of identifying a small number of influential gene clusters
and important genes within those clusters. We find this to be an interesting approach which
could have been used in this analysis instead of the elastic net. Another interesting possibility
would be to use a modified version of this supervised group lasso approach, where we would
use elastic net instead of lasso to identify important miRNAs in each cluster.

We consider two CV methods for determining the α and λ parameters; nested CV and
repeated CV. Both methods could also be performed using LOOCV, but as this is computationally
more expensive this was not done in this analysis. Ideally we would perform a simulation study,
evaluating the two CV methods on how well they perform variable selection, then proceed with
the CV method best suited for this purpose. This was however not prioretized in this thesis.

Bootstrapping is used to evaluate how consistently each miRNA is selected by an elastic
net model. The bootstrapping of the variable selection procedure using repeated CV resulted
in 25 miRNAs being selected in more than 50% of the bootstrap models. However, when using
the nested CV, only 12 miRNAs were selected in more than 50% bootstrap samples. When
comparing barplots in Figure 6.8 and A.6 we notice that the bootstrap probability of 0 is slightly
higher for all variables when using the nested CV. It is to be expected that nested CV results in a
model with less and maybe more penalized variables compared to the repeated CV since we are
in the nested CV using the one standard error rule to determine the best λ. From the histogram
of α values in Figure 6.6 we notice that the nested CV choose a smaller α more frequently
than the repeated CV. As the α parameter controls the weighting between the ridge and lasso
penalty, this means that the nested CV favors a model closer to ridge for this dataset. As ridge
does not perform variable selection, we would expect that only a few coefficients would be set
to zero but this is the opposite of what we observe. However, this can be explained by nested
CV choosing a wider range of λ values, as seen in Figure 6.7. We note that the two CV methods
only determine the impact and form of the penalty term which only affect how many variables
are selected and how much their coefficient estimates are shrunken. This implies that the same
miRNAs are selected by both methods, it is just that a smaller value of λ or α allow additional
miRNAs to be selected as well.

We used a slightly modified version of the accelerated bias-corrected method to compute
confidence intervals. This results in five miRNAs with an estimated 95% confidence interval not
contain zero. The five miRNAs were miR-342-3p, miR-3605-3p, miR-500a/b-5p, miR-625-3p
and miR-6515-5p. In the study by (Simpson et al. 2015), where they analyzed the breast milk
samples collected 3 months postpartum using limma, AD was found to be associated with
differential expression of 13 miRNAs when using a raw p-value threshold of 0.05. However,
none of these miRNAs had an acceptable FDR. None of the miRNAs they found are the same
as the ones found in this analysis.

As seen from the results of the two analyses we have performed, none of the miRNAs found
to be associated with AD was differentially expressed in the probiotic analysis. However, miR-
3605-3p was included in the top 20 miRNAs with a raw p-value of 0.018, and an estimated
confidence interval of [0.017,1.900] in the second analysis. It is also interesting to note that
mir-3605-3p was clustered together with miR-6515-5p and miR-577 in the clustering using
the correlation based distance. The miRNA miR-577 was the one miRNA that was differentially
expressed between the probiotic and placebo group in the voom analysis.

The findings in this thesis show a slight possibility of miRNAs being part of the explanation
behind the risk reduction. Further work might improve this analysis by performing a mediation
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analysis. As stated by Agler and De Boeck (2017), mediation analysis is a tool for testing
possible causal relationships. That way we could, in a more structured manner, examine if
miRNAs actually are mediators in the process of reducing the risk of developing AD. We would
also suggest to use the results of this analysis as a way of filtering out miRNAs which are not
as relevant.

7.4 Reliability of the Confidence Intervals

Elastic net has shown to perform well for variable selection in multiple studies (Cho et al.
2010; Giglio and Brown 2018; Zou and Hastie 2005). However, there is a debate about how
to properly perform inference and whether or not the confidence intervals obtained by boot-
strapping are even valid. In the paper by Zou and Hastie (2005) that originally introduced
elastic net, the authors used bootstrapping to estimate standard deviations. Further, to adjust
for the bias introduced by shrinking the coefficients, we used the accelerated bias-corrected
method instead of the commonly used percentile method. However, the bias correction method
can only adjust for bias which is possible to detect trough the bootstrapping procedure. Thus,
we can question if we really are estimating the confidence interval of the true coefficient or
the shrunken coefficient.

All but one of the estimated confidence intervals shown in Table 6.3 have zero as either
their upper or lower limit. This may be a consequence of the true coefficients actually being
zero or perhaps it is a consequence of using elastic net regression. Since we only have 60
samples compared to 609 covariates (miRNAs and basis covariates) it can be difficult to de-
termine which miRNAs are actually associated with AD. The inclusion of the lasso penalty term
will set many coefficients equal to zero, maybe even if they are associated with AD if there are
other covariates that for this dataset appear to be a better predictor. With such few samples
it can be a lot of randomness with respect to which predictor appear the most related to the
response. We have tried to adjust for some of the bias introduced by the elastic net penalty
using the slightly modified version of the computation of the bias correction factor. However,
we still clearly see effects of the elastic net in the confidence intervals.

The penalized R package can also be used for regularization and allow for L1 and L2 pen-
alties, and combinations of the two (elastic net). The main difference between this and the
glmnet package is that they use another parameterization of the penalization term than the
glmnet package, otherwise they both perform penalized regression using elastic net. In the
vignette for the penalized package by J. Goeman et al. (2022) they mention that standard er-
rors and confidence intervals can easily be calculated using the bootstrap but argue that they
are not very meaningful for strongly biased estimators which arises in penalized regression
models. Part of the reason is that the bias is such a major component of the mean squared
error and the variance only contributes to a small part, and when using penalized regression
it is hard to obtain a good estimate of the bias. We reason that this probably also applies to
logistic regression as well. In the paper by Casella, Ghosh et al. (2010), the authors state that
the bootstrap estimates of the standard error of the lasso estimator might be unstable and not
perform well, and that they in fact are not consistent if the true β = 0. This also raises ques-
tions about the bootstrap estimated confidence intervals when using elastic net, and if they
also are not valid. In the same paper by Casella, Ghosh et al. (2010), they develop a Bayesian
version of the elastic net model using a Gibbs sampler which produce valid confidence inter-
vals. This could have been an alternative to the frequentist elastic net used in this analysis, as
it is possible that we would have been able to compute more accurate confidence intervals.
However, the Bayesian elastic net was developed and tested only for prediction accuracy and
they did not evaluate the model on how well it performs variable selection.
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We have seen few other papers using the accelerated bias-corrected method to account for
bias when estimating the confidence intervals, and as we do not know the true distribution
of the coefficients it hard to evaluate them. Efron and Narasimhan (2020) have implemented
a R package for computing the accelerated bias-corrected confidence intervals. In the paper
introducing this package they use the BCa method to create confidence intervals for coefficients
from a glmnet model (they do not use any modification of the bias correction factor as we have
done). They do, however, use a parametric bootstrap, unlike what we have done here where
we use a nonparametric bootstrap. Still this serves a slight indication that they believe the bias
corrected estimates can be used for penalized regression models.

Lee et al. (2016) explain how to perform exact post-selection inference by conditioning on
the on the selection event, but the procedure for the combination of elastic net and logistic
regression has not yet been implemented. If this is implemented in the future, it would be in-
teresting to compare the confidence intervals produced by this procedure to the ones obtained
in this thesis.

7.5 Conclusion

A perinatal probiotic supplement ingested by the mother before birth and during breastfeeding
has been shown to reduce the risk of the child developing AD after 2 years (Dotterud et al.
2010). In this thesis we have analyzed miRNAs as possible contributors to this risk reduction.
To investigate this we performed two analyses; one examining the effect of the perinatal pro-
biotic supplement on the miRNAs expression values and one examining if any miRNAs in the
breast milk are associated with AD in the children. We performed a univariate analysis of the
probiotics affect on each of the 605 miRNAs using the voom method in limma. We found evid-
ence that the probiotic supplement was associated with differential expression of one miRNA,
miR-577, using a FDR threshold of 10%. We provided a ranking of the top 20 miRNAs accord-
ing to p-value and a total of 47 miRNAs had a raw p-value below 0.05. In this study we have
considered a high dimensional dataset with few samples and an unfortunate selection proced-
ure. Both of these factors can possibly have reduced the power to detect more differentially
expressed miRNAs. We provide ranking of the most important miRNAs which can be useful
for further analysis by greatly reducing the number of tests.

In the second analysis, examining if any miRNAs in the breast milk are associated with
AD, we performed a multivariable analysis. This was done to take into account the correla-
tion and cooperation between miRNAs. Elastic net was used to perform variable selection as it
has shown to perform well when variables are highly correlated. To perform inference of the
selected miRNAs we used bootstrapping and a modified bias-corrected accelerated method to
estimate confidence intervals of the coefficients. The estimated 95% confidence intervals of five
miRNAs did not include zero. These five miRNAs were miR-342-3p, miR-3605-3p, miR-500a/b-5p,
miR-625-3p and miR-6515-5p. The miRNA miR-3605-3p was also included in the top 20
miRNAs from the first analysis with a raw p-value of 0.018, but an adjusted p-value of 0.516.
From the hierarchical clustering we also saw that this miRNA was clustered together with miR-
6515-5p and miR-577 when using a correlation based distance. Thus, future analyses might
consider focusing on these miRNAs.

In the study by Simpson et al. (2015), they also analyzed samples from the proPACT study
to examine miRNAs as a contributor to the risk reduction. However, they analyzed samples
collected at 3 months. They did not observe conclusive evidence of differential expression of
any miRNAs between the probiotic and placebo groups, nor between the AD groups. The results
of the analysis in this thesis might give an indication that probiotics affect miRNAs in the early
stages of breast feeding rather than in the later stages. For further analysis we advocate the use
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of a multivariable analysis also of miRNAs affected by probiotics, as we believe the miRNAs
are likely to cooperate if they are in fact contributors to the risk reduction.
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Appendix A

Additional Material

A.1 Merging of Sequences in the Dataset

miRNA name Collective name Sequence
Sequence from the corresponding 
3p/5p end†

Genome context

hsa-miR-199a-3p
miR-199a/b-3p

acaguagucugcacauugguua -cccaguguucagacuaccuguuc chr19: 10817426-10817496 [-]

hsa-miR-199b-3p acaguagucugcacauugguua ccccaguguuuagacuaucuguu- chr9: 128244721-128244830 [-]

hsa-miR-500a-5p
miR-500a/b-5p

uaauccuugcuaccugggugaga augcaccugggcaaggauucug chrX: 50008431-50008514 [+]

hsa-miR-500b-5p -aauccuugcuaccugggu---- --gcacccaggcaaggauucug chrX: 50010672-50010750 [+]

hsa-miR-517a-3p
miR-517a/b-3p

aucgugcaucccuuuagagugu ccucuagauggaagcacugucu chr19: 53712268-53712354 [+]

hsa-miR-517b-3p aucgugcaucccuuuagagugu ccucuagauggaagcacugucu chr19: 53721076-53721142 [+]

hsa-miR-518d-5p

miR-518d-5p-group

cucuagagggaagcacuuucug caaagcgcuucccuuuggagc-- chr19: 53734877-53734963 [+]

hsa-miR-520c-5p cucuagagggaagcacuuucug -aaagugcuuccuuuuagagggu chr19: 53707453-53707539 [+]

hsa-miR-526a cucuagagggaagcacuuucug gaaagcgcuuccuuuuagagga-
chr19: 53726922-53726986 [+]
or
chr19: 53706252-53706336 [+]

hsa-miR-518e-5p

miR-518e-5p-group

cucuagagggaagcgcuuucug aaa-gcgc-uucccuucagagug- chr19: 53729838-53729925 [+]

hsa-miR-519b-5p cucuagagggaagcgcuuucug aaa-gugc-auccuuuuagagguu chr19: 53695213-53695293 [+]

hsa-miR-519c-5p cucuagagggaagcgcuuucug aaa-gugc-aucuuuuuagaggau chr19: 53686469-53686555 [+]

hsa-miR-522-5p cucuagagggaagcgcuuucug aaaa-ugg-uucccuuuagagugu chr19: 53751211-53751297 [+]

hsa-miR-523-5p cucuagagggaagcgcuuucug gaacgcg-cuucccuauagagggu chr19: 53698385-53698471 [+]

hsa-miR-520b
miR-520b/c-3p

aaagugcuuccuuuuagaggg- ccucuacagggaagcgcuuuc-- chr19: 53701227-53701287 [+]

hsa-miR-520c-3p aaagugcuuccuuuuagagggu -cucuagagggaagcacuuucug chr19: 53707453-53707539 [+]

Figure A.1: Overview of the renaming of miRNAs with the same sequence. †Yellow highlights
indicate the differences in the sequences of corresponding 3p/5p ends whilst green highlights
indicate the similarities in these sequences. Note on miR-517a/b-3p: both the 3p and 5p end
of these mature miRNAs have identical sequences, however there are differences in the loop
part of the stemloop sequence.

A.2 Standardization of MicoRNAs Before Clustering

One can argue that standardization is not necessary when clustering samples by thinking that
all miRNAs have equal mean or that different means do not matter, and that the variance
does not influence the clustering. However, as can be seen from our dataset the assumption of
equal means is not a plausible assumption. We explain why we believe centering and scaling
is necessary for each individual approach below.

As mentioned, we standardize each miRNA such that they have mean zero and standard
deviation equal to one before the clustering. When performing clustering of miRNAs using
a correlation based distance, a standardization makes no difference as it done as part of the
calculation of the correlation, and standardizing twice gives the same results. However when
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clustering the samples using a correlation based distance we argue it is important to standard-
ize for each miRNA. Firstly, if we do not scale such that the miRNA have equal variance then
miRNA with a small variance will have a low impact on the clustering compared to those with
a high variance. One can argue that biologically miRNAs with a high variance are more inter-
esting than those with a very small variance. However, we have found no biological evidence
that this is always the case and neither found any reasoning for giving them more influence in
the clustering. Additionally we have to account for the variance depending on the mean, thus
we need to scale the miRNAs to have equal variance. Secondly, we argue that centering of the
miRNAs is essential. There are many reasons for this, but we will present two that describe why
it is important for both of the correlation based distances. Lets say for simplicity that we have
scaled the miRNAs to have equal variance. Then lets consider two samples. The two samples
have an extremely large expression value for one particular miRNA. Then say this miRNA have
a mean value that is much larger than both the sample means. Consider now another miRNA
with a mean almost equal to the sample means. The two samples have extremely large values
for this miRNA as well. Then the first miRNA will have a much greater impact on the correl-
ation between the two samples than the second miRNA, just because it has a larger mean.
Additionally, if the two samples have an extremely low value for a miRNA with a high mean
Then this will almost not impact the clustering at all, since the samples expression values for
this miRNA is close to the sample mean. In addition to this, the correlation will in some cases
be wrongly computed. To illustrate this we consider yet another example. Two samples and

miRNA 1

miRNA 2

miRNA 3

Sample 1

Sample 2

(a)

miRNA 1 miRNA 2 miRNA 3

Sample 1

Sample 2

(b)

Figure A.2: The figures shows an example of three miRNAs before and after centering. The
three miRNAs are assumed to be scaled to have equal variance. The two lines between the
miRNAs represents their values in two different samples. The two dotted lines are the mean of
the two samples over the three miRNAs.

their expression values for three miRNAs are showed in Figure A.2. In both figures the miRNAs
are scaled to have equal variance, and in Figure A.2 (b) they are also centered. As is clearly
visible from Figure A.2 (b) the two samples are negatively correlated.

Before the centering the samples appear to be positively correlated. They will also be con-
sidered positively correlated when computing the correlation between them, even though they
are actually negatively correlated.

For the Euclidean distance, if we cluster the miRNAs without standardizing, then we will
only cluster miRNAs that have similar expression values overall. We argue this will not give an
interesting clustering considering the research question in this thesis, as we will only cluster
miRNAs that are highly expressed in all samples together and those that are lowly expressed
in all samples together. This is not as interesting as we want to examine if some miRNAs are
up-regulated and down-regulated together between the groups; placebo and probiotic, or AD
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and no AD.

A.3 Hierarchical Clustering with Euclidean Distance

The hierarchical clustering of all miRNAs using the Euclidean distance and the Ward linkage
is shown in Figure A.3. The hierarchical clustering of the top 20 miRNAs using the Euclidean
distance and the Ward linkage is shown in Figure A.4.

Figure A.3: Heatmap with dendrograms of the hierarchical clustering of the log cpm values
scaled by row. The samples are given by the columns and the miRNAs by the rows. Clustering
is done using the Euclidean distance and the Ward linkage function. Each sample is annotated
by three variables; the supplement given to the mother, her history of dermatitis, and if the
child developed dermatitis.
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Figure A.4: Heatmap with dendrograms of the hierarchical clustering of the top 20 miRNA
ranked by the voom analysis. The log cpm values scaled by row. The samples are given by the
columns and the miRNAs by the rows. Clustering is done using the Euclidean distance and the
Ward linkage function. Each sample is annotated by three variables; the supplement given to
the mother, her history of dermatitis, and if the child developed dermatitis.
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A.4 Analysis of Probiotics Effect without Gender and Maternal Atopy
Covariates

The log fold change, average expression, p-value and adjusted p-value for the probiotic coeffi-
cient, when not including the gender and maternal atopy covariate in the linear model of the
voom analysis, is shown in Table A.1.

miRNA log2 FC Average log cpm value p-value adj. p-value
miR-577 -2.112 2.970 0.000 0.011
miR-323a-3p 1.015 0.343 0.001 0.200
let-7e-3p -0.943 3.855 0.002 0.455
miR-33b-3p 1.113 2.710 0.003 0.455
miR-2116-5p 0.824 0.126 0.005 0.486
miR-200c-5p -0.856 3.026 0.006 0.486
miR-383-5p 0.870 0.315 0.006 0.486
miR-517a/b-3p -1.285 4.066 0.006 0.486
miR-199a/b-3p -0.557 7.465 0.008 0.496
miR-582-3p -1.155 2.449 0.008 0.496
miR-519a-5p -1.162 1.842 0.014 0.731
miR-190a-5p -0.754 4.300 0.015 0.731
miR-3613-5p -0.419 8.521 0.023 0.731
miR-374a-3p -0.388 6.974 0.024 0.731
miR-378d -0.401 6.581 0.026 0.731
miR-34a-5p -0.526 6.271 0.027 0.731
miR-6516-5p 0.832 1.778 0.027 0.731
miR-4668-5p 0.588 0.098 0.027 0.731
miR-548l 0.653 0.382 0.028 0.731
miR-3605-5p 0.969 1.981 0.028 0.731

Table A.1: Top 20 miRNAs when using the linear model without including gender and moth-
ers atopy as covariates. The miRNAs are ranked by p-value. The estimated log2 fold change
between the probiotic and placebo group is given in the log FC column and average log cpm
value is the mean log cpm value over all samples. The adjusted p-values are computed using
the Benjamini and Hochberg method for controlling the FDR.

A.5 Top 50 MicroRNAs in the Analysis of Probiotics Effect on Mi-
croRNAs

In Table A.2 shows the top 50 miRNAs, ranked by p-value, when performing the voom analysis
using the linear model defined in 5.2.

miRNA log2 FC Average log cpm value p-value adj. p-value
miR-577 -2.067 -4.606 0.000 0.012
miR-323a-3p 1.072 3.657 0.001 0.154
let-7e-3p -0.990 -3.200 0.002 0.405
miR-2116-5p 0.887 3.053 0.003 0.405
miR-200c-5p -0.922 -3.000 0.004 0.405
miR-517a/b-3p -1.388 -2.980 0.004 0.405
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miR-4668-5p 0.750 2.928 0.005 0.405
miR-33b-3p 1.037 2.816 0.006 0.486
miR-383-5p 0.858 2.766 0.007 0.495
miR-519a-5p -1.238 -2.702 0.009 0.516
miR-199a/b-3p -0.553 -2.607 0.011 0.516
miR-6516-5p 0.953 2.581 0.012 0.516
miR-582-3p -1.105 -2.555 0.013 0.516
miR-378c -0.336 -2.554 0.013 0.516
miR-34a-5p -0.593 -2.516 0.014 0.516
miR-374b-3p -0.526 -2.515 0.014 0.516
miR-3177-3p 0.775 2.466 0.016 0.516
miR-550a-3-5p 0.891 2.438 0.017 0.516
miR-3605-3p 0.855 2.425 0.018 0.516
miR-548ai 0.831 2.418 0.018 0.516
miR-378d -0.439 6.581 0.019 0.516
miR-190a-5p -0.757 4.300 0.019 0.516
miR-548l 0.708 0.382 0.020 0.516
miR-7976 0.732 0.606 0.020 0.516
miR-760 0.860 0.373 0.022 0.527
miR-146b-5p -0.273 15.865 0.025 0.539
miR-30e-5p -0.291 13.896 0.025 0.539
miR-342-3p 0.224 9.824 0.025 0.539
miR-26a-1-3p 0.597 0.170 0.026 0.541
miR-3605-5p 1.005 1.981 0.027 0.543
miR-1260a 0.616 0.210 0.029 0.553
miR-25-5p 0.992 1.106 0.029 0.553
miR-516b-5p -1.311 2.189 0.033 0.580
miR-3913-3p 0.799 0.425 0.034 0.580
miR-7706 0.748 3.340 0.034 0.580
miR-330-3p -0.407 4.561 0.035 0.580
miR-561-5p 0.543 0.107 0.036 0.580
miR-570-5p 0.715 0.223 0.036 0.580
miR-374a-5p -0.267 11.264 0.039 0.601
miR-374a-3p -0.364 6.974 0.042 0.612
miR-146a-5p -0.320 12.382 0.042 0.612
miR-2115-3p 0.912 1.370 0.043 0.612
miR-6777-5p 0.679 0.540 0.043 0.612
miR-1976 0.689 0.427 0.045 0.615
miR-6842-3p 0.720 0.558 0.046 0.615
miR-224-3p -0.434 5.448 0.049 0.622
miR-4536-5p 0.578 0.186 0.049 0.622
miR-548v 0.647 0.370 0.050 0.622
miR-3613-5p -0.365 8.521 0.052 0.622
miR-148b-3p -0.218 12.129 0.053 0.622

Table A.2: Top 50 miRNAs when using the linear model including gender and mothers atopy
as covariates. The miRNAs are ranked by p-value. The estimated log2 fold change between the
probiotic and placebo group is given in the log FC column and average log cpm value is the
mean log cpm value over all samples. The adjusted p-values are computed using the Benjamini
and Hochberg method for controlling the FDR.
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A.6 Nested CV Bootstrapping Results

Here we present the results of the bootstrapping when using the proposed nested CV. A boxplot
of the coefficients estimates are shown in Figure A.5. We also include a barplot showing the
proportion of times each coefficient was set to zero in the bootstrap samples, this is shown in
Figure A.6.

Figure A.5: Boxplot of the estimated coefficient values for 1000 bootstrap samples when using
the nested CV to determine the model parameters of the elastic net model. The lower and upper
hinges correspond to the first and third quartiles (the 25th and 75th percentiles). The whiskers
extends from the hinge to the largest/smallest value at most 1.5 times the inter-quartile range
from the hinge. The values beyond the end of these whiskers are plotted as individual points.
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Figure A.6: Barplot showing the bootstrap probability of zero for coefficients not set to zero
in at least 50% of the bootstrap models when using the nested CV for determining the model
parameters. The bootstrap probability of zero is the proportion of times they where set to zero.
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Using the nested CV algorithm with the minimum λ criterion to choose λ and α of the
elastic net model, results in the model coefficients shown in Table A.3

Nested CV using minimum λ

Intercept -2.38
miR-103a-2-5p -0.01
miR-126-5p -0.04
miR-1266-5p 0.09
miR-1323 0.01
miR-140-3p -0.09
miR-142-5p -0.00
miR-181a-5p 0.05
miR-181b-5p 0.03
miR-191-3p -0.07
miR-200c-5p 0.01
miR-203b-3p 0.03
miR-20a-3p 0.04
miR-21-5p -0.06
miR-223-3p -0.00
miR-223-5p -0.03
miR-23a-5p -0.01
miR-26a-1-3p 0.09
miR-301b-3p 0.07
miR-3178 0.05
miR-328-3p 0.04
miR-330-3p -0.04
miR-33a-5p -0.06
miR-342-3p 0.31
miR-3605-3p 0.17
miR-3614-3p -0.08
miR-378c 0.06
miR-378d 0.01
miR-379-5p 0.01
miR-3912-3p 0.01
miR-411-5p 0.18
miR-421 -0.01
miR-450a-5p -0.01
miR-4668-5p 0.10
miR-4772-3p -0.01
miR-4775 -0.04
miR-4780 0.05
miR-4802-5p -0.05
miR-494-3p 0.02
miR-500a/b-5p 0.08
miR-505-3p -0.05
miR-517c-3p 0.01
miR-518c-3p 0.01
miR-520a-3p 0.01
miR-524-5p 0.10
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miR-525-5p 0.05
miR-526b-5p 0.02
miR-532-3p -0.01
miR-548ah-5p 0.01
miR-548e-5p -0.02
miR-548l -0.08
miR-548w 0.05
miR-570-5p -0.06
miR-625-3p -0.19
miR-629-3p -0.01
miR-629-5p -0.01
miR-6511a-3p 0.05
miR-6515-5p -0.34
miR-664b-5p 0.07
miR-671-5p -0.07
miR-744-5p -0.01
miR-885-5p 0.01
miR-99b-3p -0.03
matatopy1 0.21
noMatatopy1 -0.21

Table A.3: Table presenting estimated model coefficients when using nested CV with λmin.
The model parameters of this mode are α = 0.15 and λ = 0.42. Covariates with estimated
coefficients equal to zero are not included in the table.
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A.7 Code

All the code used to perform the analyses in this thesis can be found in the following Github
repository: https://github.com/leneomdal/Master-thesis-miRNA-analysis.
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